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Summary 
 

This paper will examine the nature of FttH availability, adoption and use in the Netherlands. A framework 
is used to explain all the important elements concerned with FttH and the telecommunication industries. 
Several analysis are done based on data from the broadband market in the Netherlands. 

The main goal of the paper is to show the characteristics of the current availability and adoption of FttH, 
including the ensuing use of FttH. These characteristics are looked at trough the scope of digital 
inequality. Research into digital inequality, revealed several returning attributes that correlate with the 
adoption of technology and the internet. The observed inequality causes a divide between certain groups 
of people, where potentially a part of society lags behind and overlook the benefits of computers and the 
internet. The characteristics of concern in this research are income, level of education and the presence of 
children in the household. These are central in the analyses of availability and adoption. 

According to EOCD 2008, FttH is the most future proof technology to deliver our future Internet needs. 
Since the turn of this century FttH has been rolled out in several pilots and projects. Since FttH is a new 
technology and a costly investment, the availability is limited compared to other broadband technologies. 
This paper will examine the Dutch FttH market. Compared with other countries, the Netherlands is 
country with large broadband coverage and vastly growing FttH availability. The strategies used by 
market players vary and include the interesting use of demand aggregation. Using market and consumer 
from a Dutch research company and the national statistics service, several analyses are done at both the 
national availability level and the consumer adoption and use level. 

The first research question concerning the availability of FttH suggests that neighborhoods with a higher 
percentage of average income level, are favored over neighborhoods with more low or high income levels. 
Neighborhoods with a higher percentage of children present in households correlates positively with the 
rollout of FttH. Furthermore, findings suggest that areas with an urban density of 5, the rural areas, are 
negatively related to the availability of FttH. 

The second and third research question concern the adoption of FttH. The income level of households is 
positively related to the adoption of FttH, whereas the educational level of the respondent does not play a 
role. Households with children present are more likely to adopt FttH. An interaction effect shows that 
consumers with high education and children in the household have an additional positive influence from 
higher income levels on the adoption of fibre. On the project level, it appears that the use of demand 
aggregation has a positive effect on the adoption of FttH. Likewise, projects with a substantial subsidy 
positively correlate with the adoption decision of consumers. The time FttH is available is increases the 
likelihood of adoption, in other words the total number of FttH adopters is growing over time.  

The fourth and fifth research questions look more in-depth at the adoption process of FttH. The time FttH 
is available is used as the dependent variable, where the differences between the group of FttH adopters 
are analyzed. The findings suggest that the income of FttH adopters is not related to the speed of adoption. 
However, FttH adopters with a lower level of education appear to have subscribed faster than those with a 
higher level of education. The presence of children in the household is positively related to the speed of 
adoption to FttH. Demand aggregation strongly effects the adoption speed in a positive way, confirming 
the head start in subscription numbers for projects with demand aggregation. 
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The sixth and final research question about use, shows that FttH adoption is positively correlated with the 
use of high capacity applications. The high capacity applications considered are applications that are 
considered to benefit positively, in terms of performance and experience, by an improved internet 
connection. 

Overall it seems that digital inequality is partially replicated in the case of FttH. The availability of FttH in 
the Netherlands is related to income in such a way, that neighborhoods with a high percentage of low 
income households are less likely to have FttH available. In that sense the digital inequality is already 
observable in the availability stage. More important is the negative relation between FttH availability and 
rural areas, causing a potential divide with more urban areas. The overall adoption of FttH does not seem 
to depend on the educational level of the consumer. However, the income level is still important for the 
adoption of this new technology, potentially a divide from those with less purchasing power. The presence 
of children in the household shows the importance of demand for fast broadband by young people. The 
adoption time shows that education has an effect on the  speed of adoption and potential segmentation of 
the early adopters, potentially providing a better picture of the relation between FttH adoption and 
education. The absence of an income effect over time, shows that the adoption of FttH is steadily related 
to income for all current adopters, again important for digital inequality. The correlation between FttH and 
use of high capacity applications, shows that a relation exists between FttH and applications that benefit 
from a high quality connection. However, the causal relationship is unknown  demanding clarifying future 
research. Adding and refining  variables and repetition of these analyses in other geographical areas 
should expand the findings on the current state of FttH. 
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Introduction    
 

Computer technology is possibly one of the most important innovations in the digital era. It is one of the 
engines that fueled the progress of the modern society. During  the 90’s, computers made their wide 
entrance into the office and homes of many people. The role of computers has expanded well into 
everyday life. The Internet has enriched the possibilities even more. Connecting computers enables users 
to communicate, find information, entertainment and use a wide variety of services. Over the years many 
of these applications have been added and improved, making them more successful and useful in their 
context.  The potential of the Internet is closely related to the access to information and knowledge, 
translating into social and economic benefits for society. The evolution and transition of 
telecommunications has been a part of this, improving speed, cost and access to the Internet. An important 
development was the introduction of broadband Internet. 
 
Previous research shows that the adoption and use of computers and the internet, correlates with several 
attributes of consumers. In the light of digital inequality, these correlations potentially divide society in the 
adoption and use of previous and current broadband technologies. This research tries to establish if these 
correlations still exist for FttH. The characteristics of concern are income, level of education and the 
presence of children in the household. The analysis is done in three stages: availability, adoption and use, 
and data is used from the Netherlands. Availability looks at the relation between the availability of FttH 
and urban density, income levels and children in the household. Adoption focuses on the adoption of 
FttH(if available) and the relation to several household characteristics and project related variables. An 
extension of adoption is the time of adoption, where the differences between early adopters and later 
adopters of FttH are analyzed. Finally, the use of high capacity applications is related to the type of 
technology(FttH or different) used. 

The paper is started with a literature study on the digital divide and digital inequality, as a starting point 
for the discriminating characteristics in the adoption and use of the internet. Next a framework is used to 
provide an explanation of the telecommunications industry and relate it to the research questions. The 
framework is divided into four pillars: technology, availability, adoption and use. The technology chapter 
will focus on the characteristics of FttH and the differences with alternative broadband technologies based 
on copper cables. The availability chapter focuses on regulation in telecommunications, active players and 
project types and is completed with hypotheses. The adoption chapter reviews the research on adoption of 
the Internet and translates this to hypotheses for the research question on adoption. The use chapter 
explains how application and online services are related to the technical dimensions of a connection, and 
concludes in hypotheses for the final research question on use. 
Next the empirical analyses will discuss the used methods and the results of the analysis. The summary 
and conclusion chapter will summarize the research questions and conclusions from the results will be 
drawn. Finally the discussion section will review the methods and results and opt for future research. 
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Chapter 1: Digital Divide & Digital Inequality 
 

1.1 Introduction to the Digital Divide & Digital Inequality 
 

The IT revolution in the 20th century, has brought about a change in industry and society. Society 
prospered economically by the many uses and applications of IT. According to Castells (1996) we live in 
an information society. The revolution of information technology causes a change to the way we share 
information through new networks. This is reflected in the concept of an emerging ‘network society’ (Van 
Dijk J. A., 2005), a society where individuals are linked to each other and information resources 
constantly, in the workplace and at home by information technology networks. IT is becoming more and 
more embedded in society, altering social, political and cultural structures. This new means of 
communication gives rise to a question of participation in this new society. The consequence of 
participation is what creates the basis of the Digital Divide. The Digital Divide reflects the partition 
between those who do participate and those who don’t. It is by no means a black-and-white division, more 
like a continuum. The Internet is not inherently good or bad. Results may vary in several ways, social, 
political, economic amongst others. Next to that, the purpose, context and related access & equipment  
cause a differential effect of the use of the Internet. Participation however, is not a free good and the 
potential benefits are not a known fact for everyone. 
 
This partition has been observed far before the digitalization of the world commenced. The hypothesis of 
knowledge gaps states that there is a differential acquirement of information within the population. Some 
segments tend to obtain media information faster than other segments. Early research indicated that those 
with a higher socioeconomic status, are able to attain the information faster than those with a lower 
socioeconomic status. Since this segment already has a higher status, the diffusion of media might 
reinforce or even increase their position. Therefore upcoming media has the potential to enlarge the 
inequality in society (Tichenor, Donohue, & Olien, 1970). Later it was suggested that media use was 
driven by motivation of the consumer, instead of status. Motivation, for instance topical interest, 
functionality or concern, was seen as an independent factor next to social status in the process of acquiring 
information. With an increasing involvement of media in society, those segments that are motivated are 
expected to obtain the information faster than those who are not motivated. Therefore the knowledge gap 
within the population might increase due to motivational differences (Ettema & Kline, 1977). Both 
derivatives of the knowledge gap hypothesis, socioeconomic status and motivation, can be translated to 
modern forms of media including computers and the internet.  

Next to the knowledge gap hypothesis, the diffusion of innovations by Rogers might shed light on the 
participation or adoption of the internet. Diffusion of innovations theory seeks to explain how an 
innovation is spread through a social system. According to Rogers (2003) five categories of adopters can 
be indicated; Innovators, Early Adopters, Early Majority, Late Majority and Laggards. These groups have 
been observed to adopt an innovation succeeding each other.  The first groups adopting, namely 
innovators but also the early adopters, both have a high social status and a high income among other 
characteristics. Also the early majority tend to have above average social status and financial  liquidity. 
The adoption or market share can be indicated by an S curve, where the first half of the S curve is covered 
by the innovators, early adopters and early majority. Given the characteristics of these adopter groups, the 
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first adopters of an innovation therefore are expected to have an above average social and economic status. 
This same result is expected for the Internet and related innovations. Consumers with above average 
socioeconomic status are expected to adopt earlier, therefore potentially increasing the gap with other 
socioeconomic groups. 

The partitioning between groups effectively creates a divide in society. Adoption of early media and now 
computers, has shown to benefit in economic sense. An example of such a benefit is the information 
gained from the media and job seeking. Once these benefits are gained by this already economically 
advanced group, they get even more ahead of others. In other words; the ‘rich get richer’. Following the 
‘rich get richer’, the gap in society only increases. Since those at the top of the pyramid benefit more from 
the digital area, their lead increases even more. On the contrary, one can also see the Internet and 
computers as means to reduce the societal divide. Those who are on the lower end of the pyramid, might 
gain access to resources they would not be able to access previously. Compared to earlier media, the 
internet can be seen more as a free good. Information is available in a more open manner, including 
knowledge which is an important element of modern economy.  

As mentioned before, the succession of media inequality is called the digital divide concerning computers, 
the internet and multiple succeeding theories. In addition to these theories several other factors have been 
identified over the years that influence the adoption and benefit from the Internet. The following 
paragraphs will further elaborate the evolution of the digital divide and digital inequality. A thorough 
explanation of their elements is given including an overview of earlier research.  First access to resources 
is explained, divided into access to a connection and access to devices. After that the writing will continue 
with nuisance of digital inequality. 

 

1.2 The Digital Divide: Access to resources 
 

Early analyses of the Digital Divide mainly focused on the access to resources. The digital gap seemed to 
be caused by the difference in access to new computer technology. Research concluded a difference 
between adopters and non-adopters of computers. Adopters were characterized by higher income, higher 
education but younger age groups (Venkatesh & Brown, 2001).Over time the adoption of computers 
evolved and those with relatively lower incomes adopted as well. However, two important remarks must 
be made. First of all, some people might adopt very late or not at all; recognized as the laggards. This 
group might never reap the benefit which could cause a isolation of this group. Secondly, computers and 
the Internet are constantly developing. Adopting the first technology, but not upgrading to the successor 
creates a new opportunity for a digital divide to commence. Applications might need faster and better 
internet quality connections or demand a newer computer. Research on the churn from narrowband to 
broadband internet connections, revealed the same conditions for adopters. Broadband adopters again 
were characterized by higher income (Choudrie & Dwivedi, 2005) (Goldfarb & Prince, 2008) (Dwivedi & 
Lal, 2007), higher level of education (Anderson, Gale, Jones, & McWilliam, 2002) (Choudrie & Dwivedi, 
2005) (Goldfarb & Prince, 2008) and children in the household (Lee & Choudrie, 2002) (Choudrie & Lee, 
2004). Since the development of these technologies is ongoing, every introduction causes an opening for a 
new digital divide.   
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1.2.1 Access to resources: connection 
The adoption of these technologies was first explained by the access to resources. Resources in this case 
can be distinguished into two groups; the connection type/infrastructure and the device used. The 
connection is the link to the network which facilitates the connection to the internet. A passive layer is 
needed which physically connects one to the Internet, secondly an active layer is needed that facilitates the 
data transfer. [See chapter 2.2 Technology for more information] The connection has some important 
characteristics: availability, quality and competition & development. 

First of all availability of one or more connections. A party or combinations of players will have to 
construct and exploit the network, initiated from the market, government, public or a combination of 
parties. The choice of an area dictates considerations possibly starting a divide: what areas are connected? 
Commercial concerns will dominate for market parties and choices will be based on economic grounds 
mostly. While governmental and public parties deliberate on other aspects as well, financial factors still 
play a big role in the decision making process. Areas that are commercially more attractive are expected to 
be preferred, for instance lower rollout costs or higher expected adoption/sales. Due to these 
considerations, a digital gap may rise as early as the decision process of the rollout of FttH. Certain type of 
areas or consumers might be put at a disadvantage before the technology is available. 

Secondly, not only the availability of an internet connection is of importance, the quality of the network is 
essential as well. Significant differences exist in speed and quality of the connection. Speed can be divided 
in download speed and upload speed. Quality covers delay(ping), lag and jitter in the connection. Next to 
the direction of speed(down/up), the absolute speed can be divided in broadband and smallband. The exact 
definition of broadband has fluctuated over the years, and further partitioning can be done towards next 
generation networks. Since download and upload speed are usually of different magnitude, the ratio of 
these is important as well creating symmetrical and a-symmetrical connections. The combination of these 
specifications and characteristics, enable the consumer to use certain services and applications. 
Furthermore, the characteristics of the connection also translate into the comfort, performance and quality 
of applications. Therefore the experience and usefulness of online content is also dependent on ones 
internet connection. Video calling might be possible using a low-end broadband connection, but with low 
quality image/audio, delay and stutter. A high-end broadband connection would be able to transmit high 
definition video and audio without any delay or stutter in the connection. Smallband connections might 
not be able to facilitate video calling at all, due to the low speed. Another example would be online 
gaming, where minimum speed and ping are needed to play the game. Visiting websites and downloading 
files are becoming more reliant of speed as well, concerning browsing speed and timesaving on 
downloads. Hence, internet adoption involves more than just being connected. The specifications of the 
connection are as important and influence the experience and relevance of the internet to a large extent. A 
digital divide does not necessarily have to be based on the haves and have-nots, but needs more 
elaboration as to what connection is used. 

 The third factor concerning connection resources, involves the competition and development of a 
network. The existence of a connection network in a certain area, enables consumers to connect to the 
network. As mentioned before the specifications of the connection are important as well. Development of 
the network is needed to make use of the latest internet services and applications. One of the incentives to 
develop the network is competition. These improvements can be both in the area of connection quality but 
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also cost reduction. The existence of multiple connections and providers gives the consumer the 
opportunity to choose and switch between networks. Differentiation between companies can be on the 
basis of connection technology, quality, price and service. The connection technology and chosen quality 
relate to aforementioned speed and delay. The connection dictates the boundaries of the subscription 
offers, while additional configurations of speed, price and supplementary services create a broad pallet of 
choices. Amongst other elements, the decision making of the consumer is based on price and preferences 
for the configurations. Therefore the availability of offers are important for the consumer. Development of 
the connection network not only improves the connection in terms of speed, but also creates the possibility 
to end-up in lower cost configurations for the consumer. Over time the connection speeds might increase, 
while the price for the top configuration stays stable. Despite the fact that consumers can get better 
configurations for less money over time, consumers with relatively higher incomes still have a possible 
advantage. Accordingly the development of a network is an important element in the availability of an 
internet connection. Incentive to improve the network can be motivated for example by demand from 
consumers, competition between networks and operators, demand from service providers or governments. 
Digital gaps on the basis of connection quality and price can arise in areas with less market activity. An 
important step for the consumer is being made by network development; both speed and price improve the 
offers for the consumer. 

The construct of an internet connection involves multiple important elements. The availability of a 
connection might be subject to considerations related to the digital divide. Next the type of internet 
connection influences the experience and use of the internet to a large extent. In order to attain a 
developed connection, competition and governmental action play an important role in the process. 
Together the internet connection potentially involves the creation of a digital divide on the basis of 
availability, quality and market activity. However, the internet connection only facilitates the physical 
connection the consumer. In order to utilize the internet to its fullest potential an up-to-date device is 
needed as well. Nowadays several devices are used to connect to the internet for example computers, 
laptops, tablets and mobile phones. The following paragraphs will take a closer look at devices, with a 
focus  on the computer. 

 

1.2.2 Access to resources: device 
Just like a connection to the internet, the concept of a device needs to be refined. Quality, speed, ease of 
use and price play a vital role in the possibilities of the device, including use of the internet. Computer 
technology is constantly developing, next to networks, applications and online services. Together these 
improvements are dependent and reinforcing each other. Faster computers facilitate heavier applications 
and services, requiring faster connections. At the same time faster connections can motivate applications 
designers to use more data, motivating computer manufacturers to produce faster computers. In order to 
make use of the latest (online)applications, the consumer needs not only the appropriate internet 
connection but also the device. Current websites occasionally do support older systems, however many do 
require a minimum system configuration. The experience and use of an online service is  dependent on the 
device as well. A high resolution screen and stutter free use of the applications contribute to the 
experience when on par with the requirements. Applications like video calling demand even more from a 
system. In order to get the best result, the computer needs to be fast enough to process the video in a high 
resolution, and the consumer need to possess a high definition camera and a screen with the correct 
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resolution. Lower specifications of the device translate into worse video, audio and calling experience. 
The effective use of internet applications could be defined as a spectrum or range of requirements. 
Outdated hardware won’t be able to make use of services, while other configurations are able to do so at 
the lowest level. Only up-to-date devices are able to facilitate the consumer in using the internet to its 
fullest extent. The possession of a the correct hardware or device therefore lays ground to another digital 
divide. 

Next to the internet connection, the used device plays a vital role in the use of the internet. Together these 
two elements create the resource component in the digital divide. Without the right connection and device, 
the use of the internet is limited. The adoption of an internet connection and device is dependent on 
several demographic and personal factors. According to previous research socioeconomic status, including 
income and education, is an important indicator of both internet adoption (Anderson, Gale, Jones, & 
McWilliam, 2002) and computers (Venkatesh & Brown, 2001). Consumers with a higher social economic 
status are more likely to adopt to the internet and computers. Following the development of the Internet, 
research has also indicated that the effect can be found for broadband adopters.  

Over time several digital divides can be recognized, based on the development of both network 
connections and devices. As of today these divides still exist and conceivably new divides come into 
existence with every update of technology. Recently FttH is the network technology with the greatest 
expectations to be future proof delivering unthinkable speeds and opportunities. With the introduction of 
FttH comes a new possibility to create a digital gap between users. Those who adopt FttH might gain 
advantage over those who don’t. The same observation has been done with previous technological 
advancements in IT. In order to understand the advantage, the theory of digital divide has been extended 
beyond the elements of resources and access. The focus has expanded from resources to the user. Next to 
the means with which the consumer accesses the internet, characteristics and motivations of the user itself 
become important. How is the internet used, with what purpose and by whom? These are questions that 
are central in the discussion of Digital Inequality, as the successor of digital divide theory. 

 

1.3 Digital Inequality 
 

There’s more to the Internet than a connection and a computer. It’s also about skills and purpose, how you 
use it, when you use it, why you use it. Despite the endless online possibilities, one cannot be expected to 
be aware of all of them, explore them or actually use them. Every single person might have another view 
of what the internet is, what it means, how they experience it and what they gain from it. It is important to 
acknowledge these differences exists. Next, equally as important, is to know what the consequences of the 
these differences are and where they originate from. In the previous paragraph the focus was on the 
difference between those who have access and those who don’t. Discussion in the field of the internet and 
inequality concluded that access was merely one element in divides related to computers and the internet. 
Although the type of connection might be the most important type of inequality (Davison & Cotton, 
2003)it was proposed that researchers look beyond a simple binary divide (Loader & Keeble, 2004). 
DiMaggio and Hargittai (2001) created a clear and useful set of concepts, describing the advancement of 
digital divide towards digital inequality. In their 2001 paper the need for change is underlined. Instead of 
focusing on the access elements of the digital divide, scholars are called to expand their focus towards 
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digital inequality. The binary differentiation which used to be made between have and have-nots requires 
a shift of attention to inequality among those who have access to the internet. DiMaggio and Hargittai 
suggested to use five dimensions of digital inequality: equipment, autonomy of use, skill, social support 
and the purpose of use.  

 

1.3.1 Digital Inequality: the five elements by DiMaggio and Hargittai(2001) 
The first element equipment has been thoroughly discussed in the previous paragraph about access to 
resources. It is clear that the quality of both the connection and the device play an important role in the 
possibilities and experience of the Internet. The second element, autonomy of use, stands for the freedom 
to use the internet whenever and for whatever purpose. Freedom on this case reflects more than access to a 
computer, be it home, work or public. It also concludes being able to use at any time of the day and with 
freedom to do anything. Public places might not be open 24/7 and sharing a computer in a household 
might limit the time of use. Secondly using a computer in a household might bound the use due to privacy 
and house rules, which can also be applicable to the workplace. The same holds for public places where 
clients might be unable to download certain files or safely use credit cards (Kraut, Scherlis, 
Mukhopadhyay, Manning, & Kiesler, 1996); (DiMaggio & Hargittai, 2001).  

The third element covers the skill of the user related to the use of computers and the Internet. The user 
needs sufficient skills and abilities to use the Internet and gain benefits from their access. Earlier research 
divided and explained skills in different ways. Van Dijk and Hacker (2003) divide skills into three 
categories including instrumental, informational and strategic skills (DiMaggio, Hargittai, Celeste, & 
Shafer, 2004)talk about 'digital competence' as an explanation of skills.  This concept might be covered by 
any of the aforementioned explanations, including skills related to the technical use, cognitive processing 
and the affiliation with personal goals. An important notion to skills is the ever-changing technology and 
use of IT and the internet. Learning how to use the internet at one point of time does not suffice the user 
over time. Therefore crossing the digital gap is a relative concept in the area of skills, with continuously 
new appearing gaps.  

Following the continuous process of learning skills, support might be needed to reach progress. That is 
where the fourth element  is introduced by DiMaggio and Hargittai, social support. One can think of 
formal learning trough courses or work, given by experts. Informal learning can be reached through 
contacts in one’s social network. However, while IT support is included in work, support in the household 
can be less evident (Kraut, Scherlis, Mukhopadhyay, Manning, & Kiesler, 1996). Several researchers 
acknowledge the need for support (Green R. M., 2006) and that it can effectively be found in the social 
environment of the user (Van Dijk & Hacker, 2003). Warschauer (Warschauer, 2002) suggests the social 
setting is an essential element of ‘digital literacy’, with an important role of social support in relation to 
the ability to use the Internet. Overall social support is seen as an important way of learning new skills and 
improve old ones and might be needed by users to cross certain barriers.  

The fifth and final element is described as ‘the purposes for which the technology is employed (DiMaggio 
& Hargittai, 2001). This concept can be used to describe the need, goals, benefits, motivation and interest 
to use the internet. First of all people need a reason to own a computer and access the internet. The next 
seems logical but is less obvious and very vital, as the user also need a motivation to actually use the 
Internet and cross the divide. This motivation can consist of many components. The user might simply 
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need the Internet for some purpose, which cannot be done without it. Another motivation can be a goal to 
be reached in which the Internet can be a mean to it. It is also possible that the user is motivated by the 
potential benefits coming from a certain Internet activity. An additional important reason to use the 
Internet is interest in a certain subject or activity. Of course the above mentioned reasons and motivations 
to use the internet may overlap or complement each other. However it is important realize all these 
elements might play a role in the understanding of digital inequality. The subtle differences between the 
definitions might help explain certain behavior. The relevance of content is essential in the view of 
adoption and use of the internet. 

Purpose, together with equipment, autonomy of use, skills and social support delivers a solid set of 
elements to describe digital inequality. Each element describes potential barriers to adoption and use of 
the internet. It is also clear that many differences may appear between users on the basis of these aspects. 
In order to fully benefit from the Internet it is important to continuously keep track of the most recent 
possibilities. It is not only important to own an up-to-date computer and connection, but also to keep 
knowledgeable skill wise. Next to that the social context of use is important in the form of autonomy of 
use and support, a barrier that may persist to exist for users over time. Finally the purpose of use is 
discussed, a rather broad concept and opening towards a new discussion. Users might be motivated to use 
the Internet for certain activities with related benefits. The theory of digital inequality discusses the 
inequality among users of the Internet. Inequality stands for a form of balance, which might appear 
uneven in the case of Internet use. More recently research focused on different observed forms of Internet 
use, related motivation and potential benefit. Users utilize the internet for entertainment, e-commerce, 
information or communication for example. Any of these activities might deliver certain benefits or gains 
to the user. However, different people have different needs and make different choices. The origin for 
these different kind of uses may be found in any of the five elements discussed previously, however 
further down personal characteristics play a role. As with the adoption of the Internet, attributes like 
income and education may play an important role for the use of the internet. As income, education and 
several other characteristics vary to an extent in society, consumers might use the internet for very 
different purposes and gain different benefits from their use.  
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Chapter 2: Framework 
 

2.1 Framework introduction 
 

In order to explain the telecom sector, a framework has been developed to structure a clear view of the 
system. The emergence of the Internet might be one of the most important innovations of the 20th century, 
changing the way we communicate, share knowledge and experience media. Next to that, during the last 
few decades, changes in governance, markets, technology and consumer behavior changed the telecom 
market  radically. Transferring the bits and bytes to the end-user includes many steps, involving 
governments, firms, technology and consumer decisions in an ever complex ‘network’. The proposed 
framework attempts to display these elements and the underlying relationships. On the basis of four 
foundations the consumer perspective on internet delivery and use is given: 

Figure 2.1: Overview of framework 

 

The first foundation technology, goes into detail on the development of infrastructural networks used for 
past, current and future data transfer technologies. This information enables the user to understand the 
FttH and other technologies used for the internet, their limitations, differences and sustainability. 
Availability is the second element, explaining which project forms are used for the rollout of FttH. The 
role of governance, market players and consumers are explained in relation to the commencement and 
existence of the availability of an FttH network. Thirdly, the adoption of the Internet, broadband and FttH 
are considered. Analysis of adoption of the Internet and broadband are used to predict FttH adoption. The 
last foundation of the framework involves the use of the Internet. Different ways of using the Internet are 
distinguished, on the basis of purpose, applications, services and topics. Hypotheses are constructed in the 
paragraphs of adoption and use, based on previous research. 

The following paragraph will focus on the evolution of the telecommunication industry in the last decades. 
First the focus will be on the industrial analysis, thereafter a technological view of telecommunication 
networks will be given.  

  

Technology 

Availability 

Adoption 

Use 
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2.1.1 Industry analysis of the telecom industry 
In the early 1980’s the launch of a big change in the telecommunication industry has commenced. The 
‘old’ AT&T in the US was split up into Baby Bells and a new AT&T in order to liberalize the industry 
and make it more competitive. Soon after the UK followed with the privatization of BT which gradually 
opened up the market. In Japan liberalization also took place where the incumbent NTT gained three 
competitors. Subsequently the global telecommunication market opened up deliberately. The large 
government owned incumbents were privatized, new entrants were allowed including foreign players, 
Postal services were separated from telecommunication services. Foreign activity brought not only 
investments but also skills, competition and innovation. The 1996 Telecommunications Act represented a 
major change in Unites States telecommunications law, aimed at deregulation including open entry for any 
business willing to compete in the telecommunications market (Telecommunications Act of 1996, 1996). 
The EU communication market has been liberalized progressively, including the full liberalization on 1 
January 1998 (Li & Whalley, 2002). Both milestones are of great importance for the liberalization of the 
global telecommunication market and the integration of the Internet in telecommunications law. Over time 
more players entered the telecommunications market. Serious competition to large incumbents came from 
WorldCom among others. These companies were able to threaten incumbents from multiple companies 
competing internationally. An important condition was the facilitation of readily available equipment from 
suppliers and low technological barriers for entry into the telecommunications industry. 

Another important change in the telecommunications industry was the introduction of the Internet. In the 
beginning the Internet was a separate service, used for purposes other than telephone and television. Using 
existing landlines, houses were able to access this communication network build on the Internet 
Protocol(IP). In the beginning the Internet was mostly used to visit the World Wide Web(WWW) and e-
mail. IP related technology and services however, developed radically over time. First of all the 
transmission of the Internet did not happen merely using copper landlines, but later included 
cable(CATV), fiber and upgraded technologies. Next to that, new services were introduced using IP and 
started to threat the existing ways of telephone communication and television. The IP system has become 
well able to replace telephone communication by Voice over IP(VoIP). Analog television also received an 
alternative in digital television, which can be transmitted using IPTV.  Technically seen IP based services 
have been able to defeat existing competition by facilitating high bandwidth data connections, which is 
also closely related to the evolution of broadband. As important is the versatility of IP and open internet 
standards. This enables any company to design services, develop products or facilitate connections related 
to the Internet. Next to incumbent telephone companies, CATV suppliers, energy companies, companies 
from other industries and complete newcomers are seen in the telecommunication markets. 

The combination of the liberalization of the telecommunications market and the development of the 
Internet, rendered an evolution of the telecommunications industry. The next paragraph will create an 
overview of the technological structure of the telecommunications industry.  
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2.2 Technology 
 

Technological development has been ongoing, pushing fibre further into the network. According to OECD 
FttH is the most future proof network infrastructure technology. Agreement among scholars exists that 
diffusion and adoption of broadband networks foster growth and productivity (OECD, 2008b). Fiber to the 
home(FTTH) is one of the Next Generation Networks(NGN), the successors of traditional broadband 
technologies. Adoption of FTTH consequently is believed to be related to several benefits for society and 
the (local)economy, confirmed by early reports (Forzati & Mattson, 2012). The technology part of the 
framework will put all the technological characteristics of the infrastructures in order. Comparisons are 
made with other technologies and an explanation of network topologies is given. 

2.2.1 Overview of the Internet and topologies 
The internet is physically build up from connections between servers and users, through various  cables, 
pipelines and exchange points. In general one can speak of the backhaul or core network, which serves as 
the spine of the network. This part connects the internet exchanges(IXS), ISPs and more local POPs(Point-
of-Presence) in the network. The big pipelines between the IXS form the largest Internet connections as 
we know it. From these IXS data is sent further down the network to the Central Office(CO) and Head-
End(HE) from the operators. These large network transfers use fibre optic cables to deliver the connection, 
for its ability to transfer data over large distances with high bitrates. At this point the operators distribute 
the Internet and other services(for example TV broadcasts) to their Point-of-Presence(POP) and finally 
their users. An overview of the distribution from operators to users is given in figure 3.2. The line color 
and thickness displays the cable used. Fibre cables are represented by gray/thin lines, while copper cables 
are represented by black/thick lines in the graphic. Next the various technologies and topologies in the 
picture are discussed. Depending on the technology used, the distribution to the end-user involves local 
POPs. The final connection between the user and the POP is called the last-mile. This is the level of 
playing field where DSL, cable and FTTH are currently competing each other. For coaxial cable 
broadband, this POP is the Node which connects several hundreds of households with the same cable. In 
the case of DSL, this POP is the DSLAM from which every household is connected by its own cable. FttH 
uses a POP in the case of an Active Star Network(active) or GPON(passive), to distribute private lines for 
every household. P2P FttH involves a private fibre connection for every household. FttC and VDSL are 
topologies where the local POP is pushed as far as possible into the neighborhood, in order to distribute 
high speed connections close to the households.  
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Figure 2.2: Overview of technologies and topology 

 
Source: (Green P. , 2004) 

The technologies and topologies have several consequences for the connection to the user. In terms of 
bandwidth and congestion, the performance of the line is determined. In terms of openness, the topology 
dictates on which level operator and/or ISP competition is possible, resulting in the differentiation of 
offers to end users. In the following paragraphs, the consequences in terms of connection performance will 
be discussed. 

2.2.2 Broadband: differences between fibre and existing copper networks 
Technically seen, several differences exist  between fiber and copper cables, based on the transmission of 
information. Copper wires transmit electrical currents whereas fibre optics send light pulses. These 
different transmission forms, have several consequences for the  signal that is sent trough. 
 
In terms of broadband, bandwidth and speed are much used terms to describe a connection. However, 
these terms can be problematic when discussing the technological differences between fibre and copper 
cable networks. Instead, two different terms will be used: throughput and response time. Throughput 
represents the amount of data transferred per unit of time(bit/s). The response time stands for the time it 
takes between the sender and receiver to communicate. So the actual speed whit which a single bit of data 
is transmitted is called the response time. The total amount of data that is send per unit of time is called 
the throughput. The relevance of this difference lies in the fact that in the discussion about cable 
technologies, the throughput of the transmission line is the more important element. The throughput is also 
the term that should be related to the term ‘speed’ used in the consumer market.  
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Sending data over a transmission line, is done by using a certain frequency signal where the change in 
energy, is the carrier of the data. The receiver is able to encode the data, by detecting these changes in 
energy. These may originate from electrical currents(copper) or light pulses(fibre).  In order to send 
multiple signals simultaneously, several different frequencies are used to transmit signals. The amount of 
frequencies that can be used, depends on several factors. One obvious factor is the frequency range. A 
larger range, translates into more frequencies available for data transmission in other words bandwidth. A 
higher bandwidth theoretically enables a higher throughput.  
 
Secondly, the allocation and characteristics of frequency ranges are of importance. The operation of 
several frequencies to transmit information simultaneously is called multiplexing. Each input signal has its 
own frequency range allocated, which enables the sender and receiver to transmit multiple data streams 
simultaneously. A well-known example of this are coaxial TV signals, where the broadcaster sends 
several TV channels over the same copper line, each at its own frequency range which can be tuned into 
by the consumer.   
 
Returning to the copper vs. fibre discussion, the first big difference is the frequency range and relating 
bandwidth. Fibre theoretically is able to operate at much higher frequencies. Higher frequency operation 
potentially provides wider bandwidth available for data transmission (Flood, 1997) (Sadiku, 2002). This is 
the main theoretical argument why fibre could be the future for data transmission. Copper networks have a 
smaller frequency range and therefore less potential bandwidth. 
 
Copper networks also suffer from attenuation. The loss of signal over distance, causes limitations for the 
throughput of the data transmission. This is due to the impedance of the cable. The impedance of the cable 
is depended on the cable quality and related to the length of the cable. Two factors are of importance: 
inductance and capacitance. Inductance is the change of voltage in a cable, due to a changing electrical 
current. This change of voltage in the cable introduces unwanted readings, causing signal noise. 
Capacitance is ability of the cable to store an electrical charge. This means that the cable material charges 
itself with signal, causing signal strength loss. Both inductance and capacitance are depended on the 
length of the cable. Therefore transmission over larger distances by copper wire, causes signal noise and 
strength loss. Together they absorb the data and cause a quality loss in the transmission between sender 
and receiver.  
 
Furthermore, copper cable networks are susceptible of  interference originating from electromagnetic 
waves. Since the data transmission over copper cables is due to an electrical current, this signal can be 
distorted by other electronic sources or interruptions. Examples of these interferences are crosstalk with 
neighboring cables, ground loops, lightning,  surges and external electrical radiation. These examples can 
cause distortions in the signal, loss of data, limited performance and security breaches. Although these 
effects can be reduced by the layout and shielding, it is an important distinguishing feature opposed to 
fibre cabling. 
 
Compared to fibre, copper networks have some limitations due to electronic transmission over copper. 
Maximum frequency ranges, attenuation and electrical interference are some of disadvantages of copper 
opposed to fibre. The important difference is that these copper network broadband technologies, are built 
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upon existing copper networks which were not designed and optimized for data traffic (Bing & Chang, 
2005).  
 

2.2.3 Coaxial cable broadband 
Coaxial cable broadband networks are built upon existing TV networks, using the copper part of the 
network for the last mile. The large distance transmission is done using fibre, making it a Hybrid Fibre-
Coaxial(HFC) network. The short distance transmission is done using the coaxial cable next to television 
streams transmitted over fixed frequency ranges. These frequency ranges were fixed in the RF(radio 
frequency) spectrum. Depending on the generation of Docsis used, one or more of these frequency ranges 
are used to transfer upload and download streams for the Internet. Every channel holds a certain frequency 
range which is 8MHz wide for European standards(PAL-TV), corresponding to around 50MBit 
bandwidth. Network operators reserve several of these channels for the use of Internet transmissions 
towards end-users. Current Docsis 3 standards, provide the combination of several channels to reach 
higher bandwidth for Internet users. Due to the network topology of coaxial networks, where cables are 
shared with multiple households, the frequency ranges and related channels are shared with other 
households. This is a potential source of congestion for users, especially during peak-hours bandwidth 
may be limited. The max available bandwidth for users might not be available 24/7. Depending on the 
amount of channels available for a group of households and the smart combination of these channels, 
bandwidth rates can be increased and more stability offered. The latest Docsis 3 standard enables this with 
upgraded equipment in the coax distribution and at upgraded equipment at consumer premises. A second 
reason why bandwidth is limited, is that the available channels are distributed among both TV channels 
and channels determined for Internet. This literally reflects the difficulties when building broadband on an 
existing copper infrastructure. Ideally, operators would no longer send analog TV signals, merely channels 
for download and upload links to the Internet. From the perspective of maximum frequency ranges, new 
equipment is able to exploit higher frequency ranges, creating more available channels on the coax line. 
However, these ranges are dependent on the active equipment used, the cable quality and the distance 
from distribution to premises(the last mile). Current bandwidth offered over coaxial lines range up to 
200MBit download, but lower rates for upload up to 10Mbit. Future upgrades depend on the number of 
available channels for IP traffic, the effective usage of these (combined)channels and the maximum use of 
the existing coaxial cables in the ground. 
 

2.2.4 DSL broadband 
DSL networks are built upon existing telephone lines. The line is shared with POTS(Plain Old Telephone 
Services), the original technology designed for the copper telephone lines. These lines are build out of 
twisted pairs, which are connected to every household individually. Since the POTS only uses a small 
frequency range to transfer voice, the leftover frequency range can be used for an additional service. Like 
coaxial broadband, DSL broadband uses frequency ranges to transmit data next to the existing (analog or 
digital) services.  
 
DMT(Discrete Multi-Tone) is the most common technology used to modulate the usable frequency ranges 
of DSL in sub channels. The sub channels are divided over voice, upload and download, spacing  between 
channels and some channels are unusable. The DMT system actively monitors the quality of every sub 
channel and shifts data transmission between channels(bit swapping) in order to keep the line quality at 
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best. ADSL(Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line)was an important starting point for fast DSL broadband. 
It allocates the number of download channels approximately 8:1 relative to the number of upload 
channels. Given a minimum distance towards the operator equipment(DSLAM), the resulting bandwidth 
for ADSL1 is 8Mbps download and 1Mbps upload. Improvements in standards, technology and 
equipment further extended the bandwidth of DSL. The ADSL2 standard uses improved modulation 
techniques to extend the bandwidth capabilities up to 12Mbit download. ADSL2+ utilizes higher 
frequency ranges, effectively doubling the amount of available sub channels for upload and download. 
This translates into improved bitrates of up to 24Mbit download but only 1.4Mbit upload. VDSL and 
VDSL2 both use even higher frequency ranges of up to 12MHz and 30MHz. This enables maximum 
downstream rates of 55Mbit(VDSL) and 100Mbit(VDSL2) and upload rates of up to 3Mbit(VDSL) and 
100Mbit(VDSL2). * 
 
These improved standards however, are quite dependent on the distance between the DSLAM and the 
customer’s premises.  Like ADSL1, the improved standards transmission rates or throughput deteriorates 
over distance. Especially for technologies which use very high frequency ranges, VDSL/VDSL2, the high 
transmission rates reduce quickly to rates comparable to lower standards. Over distance however, these 
technologies can still benefit consumers by delivering higher bandwidth. VDSL and VDSL2 effectively 
only deliver the high speed connections only when the distance between the DSLAM and consumer 
premises is small, potentially less than 1km. The DSLAM connects the consumer copper line to the 
backbone fibre network, also called FttC due to the small distance between DLSAM and premises. The 
deterioration for DSL technologies is mainly due to the high attenuation and the increased crosstalk and 
interference between lines at higher frequencies. However, DSL networks have been able to keep up with 
broadband requirements thanks to improving standards. More advancements are possible. Vectored DSL 
tries to reduce the crosstalk interference between twisted pairs, increasing the SNR and therefore 
improved rates over distance. If the customer premises is connected to multiple pairs of cables, bundling 
combines the cables to achieve higher  transmission rates over larger distances. 
 
*The technical description of DSL generations is derived from sources originating from the ITU standards 
authority for telecom(http://www.itu.int) 
 

2.2.5 Conclusion Technology 
Both copper network technologies  have consequences for attainable throughput, due to frequency 
limitations, the number of available channels, combining of channels, sharing channels and attenuation.  
Coaxial offers higher frequency ranges and less attenuation over distance therefore more bandwidth than 
DSL, but line sharing is a problem. Compared to fibre, copper has limitations in potential bandwidth, 
electronic interference and line sharing. These are the most important arguments why fibre is the more 
future proof technology to be used for broadband networks.  
 

The demand of bandwidth and line quality is difficult to forecast, but expected to keep growing in the 
future. From the consumer perspective the demand is expected to grow due to several reasons. Consumers 
are expected to use more IP services(Internet+TV+VoIP etc.), use the Internet more often and  use the 
same connection with more users per household and simultaneous. From the technology and operator 
viewpoint, the provision of improved access technologies and availability creates the ability to grow. With 
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the ongoing development of applications and services, bandwidth demand from this market is fostered as 
well. 

Currently FttH is the global newcomer in the network infrastructure market in terms of last mile access. 
Technological seen it holds the best cards for the future and the FttH market is growing. DSL technology 
and cable networks are still developing, but might be limited to facilitate future demands. The process of 
installing FttH in an area involves several alternative approaches. Several forms of rollout, management 
and subscription can be observed. The following paragraph “Availability” will go into detail about the 
global rollout discussing players, regulation and project forms. 
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2.3 Availability 
 

Globally seen FttH is an upcoming infrastructure, compared to other fixed broadband connection networks 
it is the least adopted technology but vastly increasing. 

Current broadband figures for OECD members show a total of 327 million fixed broadband subscribers.  
Of these subscribers 53% are connected to DSL, 31% to cable and 15% to FttH. The adoption of FttH 
grew by 12,7% compared to a total fixed broadband adoption growth of 3,3% (OECD, 2013). 

The market is growing and when zooming in on certain areas, it can be seen that FttH has become a more 
and more serious player. The number of subscribers is highest in the Asia Pacific region. In the end of 
2012 this area reached nearly 80 million FttH/B* subscribers. Important FttH/B countries in this region 
are South Korea, Hong Kong, Japan, Taiwan and Singapore. All of these countries have a household 
penetration of over 20%, therefore are considered as being mature FttH/B markets. The next largest area 
by number of subscribers is America with 11 million subscribers, followed by the CIS countries(including 
Russia and some former USSR) with nearly 9 million subscribers. In the fourth place the EU35 can be 
found with a combined number of 7,3 million subscribers. Lithuania and Sweden are the only two 
mature(+20% FttH subscribers) FttH markets in the EU35. The other Scandinavian countries are 
expanding as well, however the upcoming countries in Eastern Europe are more interesting. Bulgaria, 
Latvia, Slovakia and Slovenia  are in the top 10 of the European ranking with household penetration 
numbers surpassing the 10%. Large economies like Germany, France and the United Kingdom are at the 
bottom of the list. The Netherlands are an average country when speaking of relative subscriptions but are 
doing rather while looking at homes passed. In 2012 growth rates have increased with +78% compared to 
2011. 

The numbers on homes passed and penetration are an important snapshot and benchmark. However, the 
story behind the numbers is much more interesting. As FttH is a costly endeavor, local markets, 
consumers and context play an important role. Countries that are tech-savvy and enthusiastic innovators 
may have more demand and supply for FttH, for instance South Korea. Economic strength is an important 
indicator as most FttH activity takes place in countries with good economies. However areas with strong 
broadband competition might create a difficult playing field to rollout FttH, as in the Netherlands where 
alternative technologies are strong. Vice versa areas with little previous broadband, e.g. green field 
projects, might make FttH realization a lot more easy. In this case leapfrogging can occur, skipping other 
technologies by learning from other countries(Lithuania?). Methods of the rollout technology itself might 
bring a big difference as well, as trenching costs can be much larger than distributing the network above 
ground by an overhead line.  

*Data originates from IDATE commissioned by the FTTH Council Europe. These numbers represent both 
subscribers to FttH and FttB, ie fibre to the home and to the building. FttB can be represented by a fibre 
entering the (apartment)building, while further distributed to homes through a LAN.  
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2.3.1 Regulation & Competition 
According to Huigen & Cave (2008)three main regulatory approaches can be loosely identified in the 
telecommunication markets. The three approaches are distinguished by the amount and type of regulation 
by national or supranational governments. 

The deregulatory approach is seen in the US after liberalization of the telecommunications market. As 
mentioned before in the chapter ‘Industry analysis of the telecom industry’, the 1996 Telecommunications 
Act opened up the market for many entrants and competitors. Later in 2005 the famous case of Brand-X 
versus the FCC illustrated the deregulatory approach of the US. The ISP Brand-X dared the FCC to court, 
in order to open up the cable networks for ISP’s identical to the telephone network. However, after several 
trials the Supreme Court follows the FCC expertise in that cable is an information service instead of a 
telecommunications service (Reardon, 2005 ). As a result cable companies do not have to open their 
networks to other ISP’s. The cable industry argued that the verdict “keeps this innovative service on the 
deregulatory path”. As of today the US telecommunications market is mostly divided based on access 
technology; cable or copper. FttH networks appear mostly replacing copper networks. If the Brand-X case 
resulted in investments in new or improved networks can be debated.  

The regulatory approach can be seen in Asia, where telecommunication markets are regulated trough 
industrial policy. South Korea and Japan are two examples of markets where interventionist methods are 
used. In South Korea the KII-initiative offered loans to telecom operators, for the use of investments in 
high-speed infrastructures. This resulted in a quick rollout and adoption by consumers, though stagnating 
over time. Next to connecting consumers, it also helped developing the information economy in South 
Korea. In Japan the government forced incumbent NTT to open its local loops(DSL) to competitive ISP’s, 
due to its dominant position in the broadband market. New entrants on the ISP market increased 
competition, and reduced the share of NTT on the broadband market. On the other hand it motivated them 
to invest in FttH, encouraged by financial support from the government. This enabled NTT to improve 
their position on the broadband market, as the open access rules did not cover FttH. Over time DSL 
broadband lines in Japan decreased, while FttH broadband increased. Large uptake of high-speed 
broadband lines and services can be seen by both consumers and companies.  

The middle way can be perceived in the European approach, where regulatory intervention is based on 
competition analysis. The EU competition policy acts upon anti-competitive agreements, abuse of 
dominant positions by companies, prohibiting mergers impeding competition and state aids that distort 
competition and trade. Competition policy intervenes ex-post, in order to restore market conditions (EC, 
Competition - Telecommunications Overview, 2012). This includes market failures but also actions that 
may harm society and the protection of consumers. In the period of 2003-2011 the European 
Commission(EC) has punished several European telecom operators for abuse of dominant position and 
predatory pricing (EC, Telecommunications - Broadband, 2012). The EU Digital Agenda set for 2020, 
involves several ambitious targets, including open internet, Next Generation Networks(NGN,+30Mbps) 
for all and improved competition, innovation and consumer rights for all telecom (EC, Digital Agenda - 
High Speed Broadband, 2013). Despite of open support for FttH projects by Neelie Kroes, European 
Commisioner for the Digital Agenda, Next Generation Networks include alternative technologies DSL 
and cable. The EC assumes that competition will drive innovation and development towards NGN’s. 
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2.3.2 Players & Project Forms 
Before  deregulation and privatization took place telecommunication networks have been rolled out and 
owned mostly by governments. As can be seen in the previous paragraphs, several political strategies are 
used regarding state control and support of the telecommunications industry. Since the regulation and 
markets opened up, private firms inside and outside the telecommunications industry have been active in 
the deployment and operation of telecommunication networks. As is described in the introduction of the 
framework, the decomposition of the telecommunications industry has changed the way the industry is run 
and which functions firms perform. In the case of FttH, this process can be observed in many occasions.  

Several players from within but also outside of the telecommunications industry become involved. Next to 
the traditional telecommunication firms, other infrastructure players are involved including energy 
suppliers and cable operators. Not only local but also national and supranational governments are involved 
in several ways, defending the need for infrastructure investments, subsidies, organizational support or 
ownership of networks*. Projects also originate from  firms related to the Internet and computer business.  

Which parties are involved is dependent on several factors. First and foremost, the existing 
telecommunications industry might be uncertain about the future of broadband and related investments. 
This causes certain business cases to be dropped. However, consumers and governments might still be 
interested in those business cases and potential broadband networks which are currently discarded by the 
telecommunications industry(for instance costly rural areas). Consumer demand for (improved) broadband 
networks and related services is increasing and (local) governments are also motivated by (economic) 
benefits for society coming from broadband. These mechanisms call for alternative ways of initiating and 
running FttH projects. The circumstances in an area might make certain strategies more appropriate than 
others. For example, areas with high deployments costs(e.g. low address density or terrain type) might 
need a specific approach in order to secure investments. Areas without any existing broadband 
(greenfield/white areas) might be more attractive to rollout FttH than areas that have existing broadband  
networks. The same goes for the parties involved. Some circumstances require different type of parties 
than others, e.g. private, public, communities or combinations of said parties.  

* See (Gillet, 2004) for the various roles governments can take:  broadbanduser, rulemaker, financier and 
infrastructure developer. 

Appendix 1 shows several examples of FttH projects with several interesting combinations of parties in 
context of local circumstances. The most important addition to the thesis, is the emphasis on the variety of 
business models used. Strong considerations ensue from the cost perspective of FttH rollout, involving 
market forces, consumer demand and regional development. Research in the area of broadband investment 
and regulation, provide some insights into the effect of local loop unbundling but emphasizes the need for 
further research (Cambini & Jiang, 2009). Public-private partnerships are interesting business models for 
broadband, sharing the cost market risk among public and private bodies. The analysis of several  Dutch 
and Italian cases shows the strengths and weakness using a four stage model. Fostering investments and 
commercial risks in the provision of broadband services is a point of interest (Nucciarelli, Sadowski, & 
Achard, 2010). Since FttH is still an emerging broadband technology, the various barriers in the process 
are still being mapped out. However, several combinations of parties and business models are used to 
rollout FttH in varying circumstances. 
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2.3.3 Demand aggregation 
Next to the variety of parties involved and related collaborations, initiators might use alternative strategies 
to reduce the uncertainty in FttH projects. One of such strategies is demand aggregation, where the 
demand for FttH is aggregated beforehand. Potential consumers are involved before the project is 
continued to reach a certain mass after which the project is proceeded.  

The rollout of the FttH last mile can be a costly endeavor. Like other forms of  infrastructure physical 
work including digging, trenching and placing overhead lines needs to be done. This stands for a large part 
of the total (pre-)investment of an FttH network. Especially in the case of buried pipeline in the ground, 
used to place optic fibre cables, the physical preparation and installation of the network is costly. In order 
to retrieve this investment and make it cost-efficient, a high penetration rate of the final service is needed 
to limit the risk of the business case.  A large number of subscribers over time reduces the payback period 
for investors and  highly influences the monthly costs for consumers (OECD, 2008a). To reach some 
certainty regarding the penetration rate, an initial group of consumers can be assembled before the actual 
rollout. This prerequisite can be defined as a critical mass, needed to proceed with the FttH project. The 
critical mass makes sure that a certain amount of revenue is made within a reasonable period.  Next to  
certainty about the initial amount of subscribers, this critical mass might act as a catalyst to attract more 
consumers and investors. Having a considerably large consumer base before the initiation can make the 
project more attractive for future customers and potential investors. So as to establish this critical mass, 
demand aggregation can be used as a tool to reach an initial penetration rate. Demand aggregation 
involves the registration of interested consumers, prior to the rollout of the FttH network. Registration can 
involve merely a writing affirmation of interest to the project. More committing  procedures include 
contractual commitment to a subscription of the future FttH service. The process of demand aggregation 
starts by the decision of some initiators of an FttH project, which start a demand aggregation before the 
FttH project is rolled out. Citizens are informed in various ways about the opportunity that a FttH network 
is rolled out in their area. They are told that a certain amount of subscribers are needed beforehand in 
order to continue the project. Therefore a registration of interest or contract is requested from citizens in 
the area. The initiator of the FttH project might set a deadline before the percentage of subscribers must be 
met in order to make a go or no-go decision. Practical experience in the Netherlands shows that the 
initiating party might delay the deadline in order to reach the minimum needed subscribers, before 
continuing the project. Using the process of demand aggregation effectively gives the FttH initiator a 
flying start in revenues and building a client base, even before the service is delivered. 

Demand aggregation is a tool used to create certainty about the projects’ returns on investment and 
therefore make the costly investment more attractive to parties. In the Netherlands this procedure is quite 
common for FttH initiators. 
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2.3.4 Area selection 
The previous sections provided an overview of the telecom industry and current developments in the area 
of broadband. Regulation, players and strategies related to FttH projects have been discussed, in order to 
provide the reader insights into several aspects of FttH projects and examples. As important is the choice 
of area where FttH is rolled out, the region, city or even neighborhood. As shown in the examples, the 
context or circumstances  in an area cause certain considerations and decisions. For instance, current 
broadband competition, difficulty of drenching  and physical rollout, the amount of households/potential 
clients in the area and the overall rollout cost per household. The rollout of FttH is a costly investment per 
household, where most cost originate from installing conduit and outside structures (Lehr, Sirbu, & 
Gillett, 2004).  Next to that regulations, (local) government and other parties influencing infrastructure and 
related activities. These factors are all relate to the potential costs, profits and difficulties of the rollout. 
This research question focuses on several neighborhood characteristics, related to the selection of FttH 
areas; 
 
Research Question 1: How do neighborhood characteristics influence the  availability of FttH? 
 
The neighborhood characteristics of interest in this research question relate to the residents in an area and 
the urban density. First of all the characteristics of residents. As discussed before in the digital inequality , 
research has shown that certain personal characteristics relate to the adoption of the internet and 
broadband connections.  These characteristics are income, educational level and children in the household. 
Higher income (Choudrie & Dwivedi, 2005) (Goldfarb & Prince, 2008) (Dwivedi & Lal, 2007), higher 
level of education (Anderson, Gale, Jones, & McWilliam, 2002) (Choudrie & Dwivedi, 2005) (Goldfarb 
& Prince, 2008) and children in the household (Lee & Choudrie, 2002) (Choudrie & Lee, 2004) have been 
positively associated with adoption of (broadband) internet. It is expected that the same adoption 
principles play a role in the adoption of FttH. At the same time it is likely that the FttH initiator is aware of 
these principles. The initiator might take these principles in consideration when selecting an area to rollout 
FttH. The reason is that an area with these characteristics is more likely to contain a higher number of 
subscribers. Therefore areas where residents more residents are present with higher income, higher level 
of education and children in the household, are expected to be chosen more often than areas with lower 
scores on these attributes. Due to the dataset, this analysis will include the income level and children in the 
household as characteristics of residents in a certain area: 

H1a: Neighborhoods with a higher percentage of households with higher income levels, are more likely to 
be chosen for the rollout of FttH projects. 

H1b: Neighborhoods with a higher percentage of households with children, are more likely to be chosen 
for the rollout of FttH projects. 

Next to the characteristics of residents, characteristics of the neighborhood itself are important as well. 
This analysis will include the urban density of the area. The urban density is a measure of the number of 
households in a certain area. This measure can be used to indicate several resulting effects. First of all it is 
an indicator of the number of potential customers. In sheer volume, more households in an area translate 
into more potential customers, relative to the area size. Next to that, the installation of a POP might 
require a certain threshold of connections to recover the investment. In this sense a higher urban density 
might increase the attractiveness of an area to a potential FttH initiator. 
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Secondly, the urban density can be used as an indicator of the rollout costs, when looking at the cabling 
costs per household. It could be argued that having more households in an area, reduces the general rollout 
costs. Looking at the distribution of infrastructure on the street level, a joint trench is used to pass the fibre 
cables along all the houses.  When there are more houses in an area, less common trenching is needed per 
household to rollout FttH. Since this is also dependent on the way households are arranged in the area, 
urban density is only rough indicator of these rollout costs. Other important factors influencing the rollout 
costs are left out by this measure including ground type, height differences and multistory apartment 
buildings.  

Urban density might relate to several aspects of an area. The potential customer base and rollout costs are 
two aspects, which might be positively influenced by a higher degree of urban density. Since rollout costs 
and the number of subscriptions both play an important role in the business case of preceding a FttH 
project, both these aspects are important for the FttH initiator. A bigger potential customer base and lower 
rollout costs per household  potentially increase the attractiveness of an area. Therefore it is expected that 
areas with higher urban density are more likely to be chosen for the rollout of FttH than areas with lower 
urban density: 

H1c: Neighborhoods with a degree of urban density, are more likely to be chosen for the rollout of FttH 
projects. 

2.3.5 Conclusion Availability 
The availability chapter illustrated regional and industrial differences within the telecommunications 
industry. Regulation, competition and other regional variations influence the strategies used by industry 
and governments including the involvement of related firms and governmental bodies.  

One of the considerations in the process of rolling out an FttH network is selection of the area, which 
neighborhood, district or city is selected for FttH rollout? Several factors play a role. In the availability 
analysis characteristics of neighborhoods are used to predict the availability of FttH. The characteristics of 
interest include the percentage of households with high income levels, children in the household and the 
urban density of the selected area. It is expected that neighborhoods with a higher percentage of 
households with high income levels are more likely to be chosen for the rollout of FttH. A higher 
percentage of households with children is also expected to be positively related to the availability of FttH. 
Due to potential customer base and rollout costs, urban density is also expected to influence area selection. 
An area with a higher urban density is expected to include more potential customers an lower rollout 
costs, which makes the area more attractive to rollout FttH therefore the availability of FttH more likely. 

Once the new technology is available for consumer households, the adoption process is the point of 
interest. Thorough research has been done in the last few decades into the adoption of computers and the 
Internet. In the case of FttH several personal characteristics of consumers may play a role in this process. 
The following paragraphs  will further investigate the most important variables related to adoption. 
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2.4 Adoption 
 
The adoption of computers, the internet and later broadband has been a research subject since the 
beginning of the digital era. In the light of digital inequality it has been on the research agenda of both 
academics and policy. Next to that adoption characteristics are important for firms to understand consumer 
needs and develop products and services accordingly. Several personal characteristics and attributes may 
influence the adoption of the Internet. Next to research of digital inequality, the theory of diffusion of 
innovations (Rogers, 2003) predicts certain characteristics of those consumers that are expected to adopt 
early. A stable group of demographic variables has been repeatedly linked to the adoption of computers, 
the internet and broadband. The theory section described several of these variables and their relation to 
adoption and use. The related research question to adoption is:  

Research Question 2: What is the effect of household characteristics on FttH adoption? 

Next to demographical differences between consumers, the household adoption decision might also be 
influenced be differences between projects. One such difference is the procedure of Demand aggregation 
which has been explained in the ‘Availability’ section(3.3.3). Next to demand aggregation  substantial 
subsidies can influence the FttH adoption. Therefore research question related to project types is the 
following:   

Research Question 3: What is the effect of project type variations on FttH adoption? 

The following paragraphs describe the research questions and introduce the related hypotheses, starting 
with the relation between income level and broadband adoption. 

2.4.1 Income 
Income has been an important indicator for the adoption of innovation, technology and media. For 
computers a positive correlation as well has been found between computer ownership and income, using 
data from a longitudinal study of USA households (Venkatesh, Chuan-Fong, & Stolzoff, 2000). The 
relative impact of income has also been tested by Choudrie and Dwivedi (2005), supporting the effect of 
income on household decision to subscribe to dial-up internet and broadband. This research was based on 
data from the Pew Internet and American Life Project of 2002. A study in Europe by Carveth and 
Kretchmer (2002) indicated that high income households were more likely to adopt computers and an 
Internet connection. Several other reports from the US indicate the same, for example the General 
Accounting Office (U.S. General Accounting Office Report, 2000) support the positive correlation 
between income and Internet access decision. As did research by Goldfarb & Prince (2008), where a 
significant effect of income was found on the adoption of the Internet. A recent paper by Dwivedi & Lal 
(2007)analyzed a UK survey from 2005 for the relation between broadband and several demographic 
characteristics. It was indicated that income was also positively correlated with the adoption of broadband 
internet. Previous generations of internet technology all support the positive relationship between income 
and internet adoption. Rogers’ diffusion of innovations (Rogers, 2003) features the characteristics of 
consumer groups that are expected to adopt early, including above average financial power. Combined 
with conclusions from Internet adoption research it is expected that consumers with a higher income are 
more likely to adopt FttH. 

H2a: The income of the household is positively related to the adoption decision of FttH 
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2.4.2 Education 
Similar to income, diffusion of innovations theory indicates educational characteristics with consumers 
that are likely to adopt sooner than others. Innovativeness seems to correlate with the education level of 
people. Early adoption groups are distinguished by a higher education level than later adoption groups 
(Rogers, 2003). People with higher education levels are more likely to use computers and own them 
(Venkatesh, Chuan-Fong, & Stolzoff, 2000). Several researches also indicate that internet access by 
consumers and households is significantly correlated with a higher educational level of said individual 
(Anderson, Gale, Jones, & McWilliam, 2002) (Choudrie & Dwivedi, 2005) (Goldfarb & Prince, 2008). In 
the case of broadband, research in South Korea also indicated a strong effect of educational level on the 
adoption of broadband (Choudrie & Lee, 2004) (Choudrie & Papazafeiropoulou, 2006). Dwivedi & Lal 
(2007) confirm these effects, likewise the level of education is positively related with the adoption of 
broadband in their research. Next to income, education evidently is an independent variable predicting the 
adoption of computers and the Internet for various generations. Therefore it is assumed that the same 
effect of education is likely or the adoption of FttH. 

H2b: The education level of the respondent is positively related to the adoption decision of FttH 

2.4.3 Children in the household 
Research in the 90’s (Venkatesh, Chuan-Fong, & Stolzoff, 2000) indicated that computer adoption was 
negatively related with age. Younger age groups in the US were more likely to adopt computers more than 
older age groups. The same effect of age has been found in the adoption of the Internet. A study in 
European countries indicates that older age groups are less likely to have internet access compared to 
younger age groups (Carveth & Kretchmer, 2002). In the case of broadband, research in South Korea has 
shown the same effect where the younger age group increased the adoption of broadband. An explanation 
for this is the greater demand of young people for broadband, in the form of education and entertainment 
which influences parents adoption decisions (Lee & Choudrie, 2002) (Choudrie & Lee, 2004). As 
mentioned earlier in the theory section, the effect of age appears to apply to several generations of 
computers and internet technologies. Adoption of computers, the Internet and broadband has had a 
negative relationship with age in previous studies. As FttH is the natural successor of the Internet and 
broadband, the same effect is likely; younger people are expected to increase the chance of FttH adoption 
in a household, compared to older people. Adoption of FttH is mostly a household adoption, possibly 
wagering in the preferences and needs of all members of the household. This can also be seen by the 
parents adoption decision which is influenced by the needs of their children. Therefore the age influence 
will be extended to the household composition. It is expected that households with children are more 
likely to adopt FttH. Therefore the following hypothesis is created: 

H2c: Having children in the household is positively related to the adoption decision of FttH 

The aforementioned hypotheses regarding adoption are also translated to test several interaction effects. 
The interaction variables analyze whether the effect of income, education and children in the household 
depend on each other. This results in the following hypotheses: 

H2d: The interaction between income of the household and having children in the household is positively 
related to the adoption decision of FttH 
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H2e: The interaction between income of the household and the education level of the respondent is 
positively related to the adoption decision of FttH 

H2f: The interaction between having children in the household and the education level of the respondent 
is positively related to the adoption decision of FttH 

H2g: The interaction between income of the household, having children in the household and the 
education level of the respondent is positively related to the adoption decision of FttH 

2.4.4 Project type variations 
As mentioned in the availability section, several strategies are used to initiate and rollout FttH. Certain 
strategies might influence the adoption behavior of residents. Two strategies are expected to have effect: 
demand aggregation and substantial subsidy. Demand aggregation is a procedure which involves potential 
customers before FttH rollout. This way a critical mass of subscribers is collected, which after the FttH 
project can be decided to proceed. Since the project is started with a certain amount of (potential) 
subscribers beforehand, it is expected that early in the project lifetime, projects with demand aggregation 
have more subscribers than projects without demand aggregation. Besides the early lifetime advantage, the 
mass of subscribers may also influence neighboring residents. The popularity of fibre might grow due to 
the larger amount of subscribers in demand aggregation areas. This could increase the likelihood of 
neighbors to subscribe to FttH. Combined, it is expected that projects with demand aggregation positively 
influence the adoption behavior of residents: 

H3a: FttH projects proceeded by demand aggregation are positively correlated with FttH adoption 

Another FttH strategy is to subsidize the project such that subscription rates are substantially 
lowered(price reduction) or even free for a limited period. Flamm & Chaudhari (2007) analyzed 
broadband adoption data from the 2002 Pew dataset. They discovered that price was significantly related 
to broadband adoption, where lower prices caused higher adoption rates.  It is likely that price also plays a 
role in the adoption of FttH. Therefore a reduction in said price is expected to positively influence the 
adoption decision of consumers: 

H3b: FttH projects with substantial consumer subsidies are positively correlated with FttH adoption 

2.4.5 Adoption over time 
The previous adoption questions look at the overall adoption of FttH. Adoption over time will focus on the 
difference between consumers within the group of FttH adopters.  It is expected that household 
characteristics influence the adoption time of FttH:  

Research Question 4: What is the effect household characteristics on FttH adoption speed? 

Project type variations are also expected to influence the adoption time: 

Research Question 5: What is the effect of project type variations on FttH adoption speed? 

When looking at diffusion theory of Rogers, one can distinguish several groups of adopters. Innovators, 
early adopters and the early majority are theoretically the first half of the consumer base to adopt an 
innovation. These groups have certain characteristics, as mentioned earlier in the adoption section. Higher 
income, higher education and younger age are all related to earlier adoption groups. Next to that, prior 
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research into broadband adoption identified the same characteristics even when broadband was in its early 
years. Therefore these effects are also expected to influence the time of adoption, or in other words 
adoption speed of consumers. It is expected that within the group of FttH adopters, those with higher 
income levels, higher education and children in the household adopt FttH sooner: 

 
H4a: The income of the household is positively related to the adoption speed of FttH 

H4b: The education level of the respondent is positively related to the adoption speed of FttH 

H4c: Having children in the household is positively related to the adoption speed of FttH 

Next to these hypotheses concerning single variables, the interaction effects of these variables are tested as 
well: 

H4d: The interaction between income of the household and having children in the household is positively 
related to the adoption speed of FttH 

H4e: The interaction between income of the household and the education level of the respondent is 
positively related to the adoption speed of FttH 

H4f: The interaction between having children in the household and the education level of the respondent 
is positively related to the adoption speed of FttH 

H4g: The interaction between income of the household, having children in the household and the 
education level of the respondent is positively related to the adoption speed of FttH 

Project type variations are expected to influence adoption time, similar to overall adoption. Since demand 
aggregation is based on a critical mass of consumers before FttH rollout, it is expected that the adoption 
speed for projects with demand aggregation is quicker. Logically seen, the adoption ratio is larger than 
zero at the start of the project or at time=0. 

 H5a: FttH projects proceeded by demand aggregation are positively correlated with adoption speed 

For subsidies on consumer subscriptions the effect is expected to be the same. After FttH has been rolled 
out, these subsidies are used to substantially reduce the subscription cost of consumers in order to 
persuade to adoption FttH. Since these subsidies are provided in the beginning of the project, it is expected 
that consumers adopt FttH earlier in FttH projects with substantial subsidy: 

H5b: FttH projects with substantial consumer subsidies are positively correlated with adoption speed 

2.4.6 Conclusion Adoption 
Several demographic and personal characteristics of consumers have been proven to influence the decision 
to adopt computers and several internet generations. Both the theory of diffusion of innovations and 
several researches in the last two decades support these effects. The effect of income and education both 
have a positive correlation with adoption. As such it is expected that the adoption of FttH as well is 
positively related to income and the level of education of the consumer. Having children in the household  
is expected to increase the likelihood of FttH adoption, due to the needs and demands of children in terms 
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of broadband and the previous research results related to age. Next to FttH adoption in general, the 
adoption time is of interest. What type of consumers are to adopt FttH earlier than later adopters? Instead 
of personal/household characteristics one can also look at project type variations which might influence 
the adoption behavior of consumers;. It is expected that the procedure of demand aggregation positively 
influences the adoption behavior of consumers. Substantial subsidies for consumers in the form of 
subscription reductions are also expected to be positively related the adoption decision. 

Next to adoption in general, adoption over time is of interest. The speed of adoption is expected to differ 
between consumers in the same way as the general adoption. Consumers with a higher income, higher 
education and children in the household are expected to adopt fibre faster. The same reasoning is used for 
project related differences, where demand aggregation and subscription subsidies both are expected to 
correlate positively with the adoption decision of the household. 

 

The final stage of the framework involves the use of FttH. Following availability and adoption, use of the 
technology adds new elements to the discussion of FttH and digital inequality. Despite adopting the 
Internet, differences in use have been found, involving several related characteristics. The next paragraph 
will connect internet applications to connections characteristics and the consequences.  
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2.5 Use 
 

The internet can be used in several ways. Several applications, services and forms of media require an 
internet connection. De data that is been send online can be of various sizes and demand a range of 
specifications from the internet connection. Websites, email and online chat contain mainly text and the 
additional picture or other attachment. These applications presumably benefit from a reasonable 
bandwidth in order to load pages and attachments quickly. Downloading attachments of a larger size, 
automatically require faster connections in order to save time. Having a high-end broadband connection 
can reduce the download time of large files from hours to minutes or even seconds. An example of these 
larger files are audio and video files, where the latter can easily size up to several 100mb’s of data. 
Especially in the case of high quality media, demand for greater bandwidth increases, for example high 
definition video. When streaming audio and video, demand for bandwidth and quality increases even 
more. In this case, the connection needs to deliver a continuous rate that is quick enough to download the 
media faster than the playback rate, without any stuttering. Next to streaming, high quality audio/video is 
also used in communication namely video calling. In this case, the connection has to deliver a continuous 
stutter free transmission in both download and upload. This is especially important because this type of 
application requires the video call to be as natural as possibly. Other internet applications that demand 
more from an internet connection are for example online gaming, hosting a website and online storage or 
clouds. In the case of online gaming, the stability and delay in the connection are of importance. With fast 
action games, the connection between the user and the game and/or other users must be optimal. When 
this isn’t the case, images and user input might differ from the rest of players which makes the game 
unplayable. Online storage and clouds additional upload when compared to other applications. To be able 
to work in a cloud, data files must be updated and transmitted frequently between the user and the cloud. 
This demands a constant connection with a certain amount of both download and upload. With larger files, 
even higher bandwidths can be needed. Hosting a website or files from home might be the most 
demanding when it comes to upload. To be able to reach the website externally one needs larger 
bandwidth, especially when the site is visited by multiple users simultaneously. During these examples, 
several characteristics of a connection have passed. The following paragraph will further clarify these 
characteristics. 

2.5.1 Connection characteristics 
The quality of an internet connection can be described in several ways. In this paragraph, five aspects will 
be used: download, upload, delay, jitter and packet loss. Download and upload are describing the 
bandwidth towards the user(download) and from the user to the internet(upload). Generally, the download 
speed is advertised and seen as the most important characteristic of an internet connection. This is mainly 
due to the fact that many popular applications are mostly dependent on download speed, and benefit by 
higher download speeds. However, as can be seen in the examples in the previous paragraphs, many 
applications also benefit from a high upload rate. In the case of video calling, one can even define the need 
for symmetric connection: a connection where the upload rate is as high as the download rate. Together, 
download and upload are both a form of bandwidth with which a user is connected to the internet. The 
three other characteristics delay, jitter and packet loss are also related. These three aspects all describe the 
quality of the connection in terms of data packets being send between the internet and the user. Delay is 
literally the delay between the between the sender and the receiver of the transmission. It describes the 
time it takes for a packet to be send to the receiver and confirmation back to the sender, also called 
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connection latency or ping. A lower ping(less delay) is better than a higher ping(more delay). In the case 
of a telephone call it is important that there is little delay to be able to have a normal conversation. For 
gaming low latency is even more important, the input from the player should be similar to the output in 
game. Shooting a moving target in an action game, becomes impossible when there is too much delay 
between the player and the game. Jitter is the concept of variety in the delay of a connection. In this case, 
packets are send with varying times between sender and receiver. In the example of a phone call, it is 
important that the callers get the parts of the conversation in the right order. When there is a noticeable 
amount of jitter, packets might not reach the destination in the right order messing up the phone call or 
delaying it. Jitter can emerge in an unstable or congested connection between transmitters, where packets 
are not send in a stable and continuous way. Another consequence of an unstable connection is packet 
loss. This literally means that packets of data are lost between the sender and transmitter. In some cases 
the data is lost and the receiver misses the data. In other cases, the data might need to be resend to the 
receiver causing extra delay. In the case of the phone call, this could mean that there is a disruption in the 
call. Delay, jitter and packet loss are closely related to the literal transmission of packets and there 
continuity. In the following paragraphs, these three terms will be combined into the term connection 
quality for simplicity. The phone example used to describe the connection quality characteristics is a good 
and familiar example to describe the consequences of these connection characteristics. Other applications 
might require a connection to have even better rates when it comes to bandwidth and connection quality. 
Video calling for example requires much larger download and upload, disruption in images might be more 
noticeable by users. The following paragraph will classify several internet applications by their needs for 
bandwidth and connection quality. 

2.5.2 Classifying internet applications 
In the previous paragraphs several applications have been used in examples to describe the need for an 
internet connection with certain characteristics. In order to create an overview of applications and their 
needs, a classification will be used. This classifications puts the applications in such order that their needs 
are as much translated towards technical requirements and benefits by the user. The list of online 
applications that are of importance in this paper are the following: 

- Visiting websites 
- Email 
- Chat 
- Downloading 
- Manage website 

- Video calling 
- Listening to music 
- Catch-up TV 
- Company network 
- Gaming 

These applications can be more demanding when it comes to bandwidth and connection quality. When the 
connection doesn’t provide the needed requirements, applications can be experienced in a negative way by 
the user or cannot be used at all. Following is a short description and classification of the applications. 
Visiting websites is a popular but less demanding online application. Most broadband is able to provide 
the necessary bandwidth, only the occasional website with many pictures might need more time to load. 
The same goes for chat and instant messaging which only uses a small amount of bandwidth for the 
transmission of text and the occasional file. Email fits into the same category, but can be a bit more 
demanding when large attachments are used. Downloading files is rather broad concept. It may stand for 
the occasional download of text file or update. But more demanding users might download files of several 
100mb’s large and more frequently. In that sense, downloading can be more demanding in case of 
bandwidth and timesaving becomes more important. Managing a website may demand more upload, in 
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order to update the website or even host it. Video calling is a seriously demanding application. As 
mentioned before, this involves the transfer of audio and video which, depending on quality, can be quite 
large in terms of bandwidth need. Also due to the experience of video calling, high requirements can be 
asked in terms of connection quality. Making a video call can become rather unpleasant when images are 
freezing and sound is stuttering. Listening to music online only requires a constant download stream of 
data from the internet, reflected in bandwidth. Watching catch-up TV, or delayed television shows, is 
demanding in bandwidth as well. Working on the company network might involve the demand for both 
download and upload, in order to work effectively with work files located at home and at the company. If 
the transfer of these files takes too long, working efficiently from home is more difficult. Online gaming 
as mentioned before is especially demanding in terms of connection quality. When playing a high speed 
game like a shooter, the quality of the internet connection can influence the players’ ability to hit another 
player. This has big consequences for the playability and enjoyment of the game.  

As mentioned in the previous examples, the bandwidth and quality of the connection can influence the 
performance and experience of an application. The most demanding applications are in greater need of a 
high bandwidth and/or high quality internet connection than less demanding applications. Based on the 
previous examples, one can divide the applications into high capacity(more demanding) applications  and 
those that are less demanding. Using bandwidth demand(download and/or upload) and connection 
quality(delay, jitter, packet loss) the division is displayed in figure 2.3: 

Figure 2.3: Classification of internet applications 

 
The development of both hardware, software and internet connections create an important push-pull 
environment, where each of these areas influences on another in advancing their products and services. 
The transition towards and the continuing development of broadband has made several communication 
and entertainment services available based on the Internet Protocol(IP). This has also been a source of 
popularity of broadband in terms of demand, availability, adoption and use. The greater availability of 
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broadband makes the development and use of high capacity applications more common. Nowadays, 
several connection technologies can be described as broadband internet. In this paper we focus on the 
most common landline broadband connections: cable, DSL and fibre. These are all true broadband 
connections, but may vary in the available bandwidth. According to availability and demand, operators 
provide subscriptions varying in speed, price and (additional)services. As can be seen in the Technology 
sub-chapter, several differences exist between cable, DSL and fibre. These differences mainly originate 
from the type of cable and the topology resulting in maximum attainable speed, line quality, openness, line 
sharing and congestion. When these topologies are compared, it is argued that fibre is the most future-
proof technology. In terms of throughput(symmetrical download and upload) and connection 
consistency(no line sharing) this technology is the best alternative. Currently, all of the before mentioned 
broadband technologies are theoretically able to facilitate even the high capacity applications. This 
however, only is the case when they are available in their most updated form. Meaning, they deliver the 
highest possible download and, more problematic, upload rates at all times(without congestion). In 
general, running these applications can cause a noticeably different experience depending on the 
technology used. The most demanding applications will run better on connection than the other. From 
these three technologies, it is expected that FttH or fibre, is the best choice to run these high capacity 
applications.  

The consumer will make its internet connection choice based on several aspects, including: price, 
operator, services and the connection bandwidth and quality. Therefore it is expected that the choice of the 
connection technology is related to the use pattern and demand from the consumer. Research question six 
therefore involves the connection between the connection choice and the use of certain applications, in 
this case FttH and high capacity applications: 

Research Question 6: How is FttH adoption related to use of high capacity online applications? 

Since FttH is seen as the most future proof technology and currently delivers symmetrical and non-
congested lines, it is expected that the most demanding consumer will choose to adopt this technology 
when its available: 

H6: FttH adopters are more likely to use high capacity online applications. 
 

2.5.3 Conclusion FttH Use 
Depending on the application used, certain connection characteristics are needed to run the internet 
application or media effectively. These connection characteristics also influence how the online 
applications are performing and experienced by the user. For example video calling is heavily dependent 
on a symmetric, high bandwidth, stable and high quality connection in order to have a fluent conversation 
with high quality audio & video. Broadband connections are able to deliver connections to the internet in 
various qualities concerning download, upload and connection stability & quality in terms of delay, jitter 
and packet loss. FttH is technically seen the best internet connection available in terms of aforementioned 
qualities. Therefore it is expected that FttH adoption is related to consumer use of selected high capacity 
applications of the internet. 
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Chapter 3: Empirical analyses 
 
The deployment of FttH has brought important elements to the discussion of digital inequality. A selection 
of these questions has been reviewed in the theory section and further elaborated in the framework. 
According to the framework, three major streams are identified: Availability, Adoption &  Use. The 
following section will discuss the methods that will answer the research questions, related to the 
framework.  
 

3.1 Overview of  Research Questions 
 
The first research question concerns the availability of FttH. A comparison is made between 
neighborhoods that have FttH and neighborhoods that don’t have FttH. The goal is to test whether certain 
characteristics of neighborhoods, correlate with the availability of FttH. These characteristics are derived 
from the expected adoption and urban density. According to academic literature certain demographic 
characteristics can predict the adoption of the computer, the Internet and high speed internet or broadband. 
Higher income (Choudrie & Dwivedi, 2005) (Goldfarb & Prince, 2008) (Dwivedi & Lal, 2007), higher 
level of education (Anderson, Gale, Jones, & McWilliam, 2002) (Choudrie & Dwivedi, 2005) (Goldfarb 
& Prince, 2008) and children in the household (Lee & Choudrie, 2002) (Choudrie & Lee, 2004) have been 
positively associated with adoption of (broadband) internet. Market players can be expected to favor areas 
with citizens with these characteristics over other areas, for the deployment of FttH networks. Secondly, 
the cost of the network plays an important role die to high sunk cost for the capital intensive rollout of 
FttH. Therefore, it is expected that areas with lower rollout costs are preferred over areas with higher 
rollout costs, reflect by the degree of urban density. 
 
Research question number two discusses the adoption of FttH. The adoption of FttH stands for the 
decision from the consumer to subscribe to FttH. Focusing only at the areas that have FttH available: what 
are the characteristics of the consumers that adopt FttH? Discussion on the digital divide and digital 
inequality repeatedly reported a group of characteristics that were related with the adoption of computers, 
the Internet and later broadband Internet. As mentioned before in the first research question, some 
important characteristics related to the adoption are income, education and household composition. 
Research question three concerns characteristics of the FttH project that are taken into account. 
Observation in the Netherlands shows that several FttH projects are preceded by the process of demand 
aggregation. Next to that some projects have received substantial subsidies. It is expected that both 
demand aggregation and subsidies are positively related to the adoption of FttH. 
 
The fourth research question follows the previous adoption construct but deviates to the time of adoption. 
This analysis tests if there is a difference between respondents that adopt early to FttH, compared to those 
that adopt later. This is done by comparing the characteristics of the total amount of FttH subscribers, for 
several periods after FttH is available. Again personal/household characteristics are of importance. 
Income, education and household composition are expected to influence the adoption speed of consumers. 
Next to personal/household characteristics, the effect demand aggregation on adoption speed is tested. 
Research question five tests the potential positive effect of demand aggregation on adoption speed. 
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The sixth and final research question involves the phase after adoption: the use of FttH. What kind of 
services, topics and media are related to FttH, and do they differ among FttH adopters? According to 
Goldfarb & Prince (2008) Internet adoption is not the same as use of the Internet. Different patterns have 
been identified among consumers of Internet adopters related to income. The adoption of the Internet 
appeared to be related to higher incomes, yet the amount of time spend was negatively related to income. 
Therefore the (extend) of usage appears to differ between income groups, opposite of the adoption of the 
Internet technology. In this study the usage will be analyzed from a different angle. Instead of frequency 
of use, the type of use is analyzed for FttH adopters and related to the used technology. The type of use is 
defined as the use of high capacity applications. Next to that control variables are added to compared to 
other personal and household characteristics. 
 

To give an overview of the research questions and related models, the following overview has been 
created: 

 

The scope for all the research questions is the Netherlands. As motivated before, the Netherlands make an 
interesting case for the rollout of FttH with its high coverage of broadband and minimal governmental 
activity. The data used in the analyses comes from various sources including the consumer panel and FttH 
database of Telecompaper and the Dutch statistical office CBS.  

The following paragraphs display the detailed versions of the six research questions separated into four 
subchapters: 

- Availability 
- Adoption 
- Adoption over time 
- Use 

  

 
Research Question 1: How do neighborhood characteristics influence the  availability of FttH? 
 
Research Question 2: What is the effect of household characteristics on FttH adoption? 
 
Research Question 3: What is the effect of project type variations on FttH adoption? 
 
Research Question 4: What is the effect household characteristics on FttH adoption speed? 
 
Research Question 5: What is the effect of demand aggregation on FttH adoption speed? 
 
Research Question 6: How is FttH adoption related to use of high capacity online applications? 
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3.2 FttH Availability 

 

3.2.1 Introduction 
This chapter will discuss the methods, analysis and results concerning the availability of FttH. The 
availability of FttH depends on various factors as discussed in the framework section regarding 
availability(3.3). While selecting an area to rollout FttH, involved parties might consider selecting an area 
with the highest potential rate of adoption. According to previous to previous research, consumers with a 
higher income level are more likely to adopt broadband Internet. It is expected that the same effect occurs 
with the adoption of FttH. Therefore the area selection for FttH might be more likely in areas with higher 
income levels. The same logic is used for the household composition. Having children in the household is 
positively related to broadband adoption. Therefore the selection of an area might also benefit from having 
a high percentage of households with children. Next to adoption rates, the cost of a project is also of 
importance. It is expected that areas with a higher urban density, require lower rollout costs due to the 
close proximity in which houses are present. From a cost-perspective the selection of an area might be 
more likely in areas with a high degree of urban density. 

3.2.2 Data 
The availability analysis will compare the areas currently(or in the soon future) having FttH. 
Discriminating factors between the connected and not-connected areas will be compared in the 
Netherlands. Two data sources will be used in this process. The demographical and geographical 
information about the areas originates from Statistics Netherlands(CBS). Information about present and 
future FttH projects comes from a Dutch research company.  

The data used is aggregated, by the form or regional averages. Working with this kind a data introduces 
the possibility of suffering from ecological fallacy. This concept stresses the difficulty of testing 
hypotheses between different levels of measurement, in this case the regional average(group) taken from 
individual households. The basis of the hypothesis on income can be used as an example to illustrate the 
potential fallacy. The individual with a higher income is expected to be more likely adopt FttH. Therefore 
areas with higher income levels are expected to be preferred for the rollout of FttH. However, an area can 
have an income of €10.000 for 90% of the citizens, and 1.000.000 for 10% of the citizens. This translates 
into an average income level of €109.000. So the average income level for the area is high, while 90% of 
the citizens have a low income. For the adoption of FttH, this would cause difficulties in the expected 
adoption. Therefore conclusions  should be made with caution. In this analysis, the level of measurement 
is as small as possible data wise at the neighborhood level. Next to that, the income levels are not a simple 
average, but divided into three groups of income reflected by a percentage. This reduces the possible loss 
of variance due to aggregation of data. The measure of children in the household is less of concern due to 
the binary nature. The most important consideration for the conclusions, is that the results should be 
explained carefully. For instance, correlation between areas with a high percentage of average incomes 
and the availability of FttH, merely indicates that regions with FttH tend to have a high percentage of 
incomes. And not that citizens with an average income are more likely to have FttH available. 

 
Research Question 1: How do neighborhood characteristics influence the  availability of FttH? 
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The CBS creates a yearly database on information about Dutch cities, villages and neighborhoods. The 
information used for this research contains data from the 2010 “Wijken en Buurten”. The 2010 document 
has been chosen because of the availability of income statistics, which are lacking in later years. Next to 
that, data is only recorded when a certain amount of households is present in an area(>10~70 depending 
on the statistic).  Therefore certain areas are left out in the analysis, without data available. Analysis shows 
that these are mostly rural areas due to the small amount households, not reaching the minimum threshold. 

The database on FTTH information records all previous, current and publicly known future FTTH 
projects. Statistics available on the projects include players(industry/government), dates and size among 
others. In order to combine both databases, unique identification codes have been created based on the 
neighborhood/district name and municipal code.  

3.2.3 Measurements 
Dependent variable: 

The dependent variable is a binary variable, reflecting the availability of FttH. This variable will 
get the value 1 if FttH is available in the area, and 0 in the opposite case. 

Household characteristics: 
- The income difference between areas is recorded in three variables. Each variable records the 

percentage of the households in an area, with a low or high income. CBS ranked all household 
incomes on a scale, divided by percentages. The lowest 40% household incomes are indicated as 
low income households, equal to all incomes below €25.100 . The highest 20% household 
incomes represent the high income households, corresponding to incomes above €46.500 . To 
determine the possible discrimination of low income households, the low income measure is used 
in the analysis.  

- The presence of children in the household, is measured by a binary variable. This variable holds 
the value 1 if one or more children live in a household.  

Urban Density: 
Differentiation between urban and rural areas is divided into five levels by CBS. These five levels 
consist of the linear measurement for address density(OAD*) in a certain area. The OAD is 
designed to reflect the concentration of human activity in an area. In order to discriminate 
between urban and non-urban, the following scale is used: 

1: Intensely urban  >= 2 500 addresses per km²  

2: Very urban   1 500 - 2 500 addresses per km² 

3: Urban   1 000 - 1 500 addresses per km² 

4: Little urban   500 - 1 000 addresses per km² 

5: Non-urban   < 500 addresses per km² 

 

This 1-5 scale is translated into dummies for the analysis. The reference value for the dummies 
will be the non-urban value(5), while the other urban degrees are displayed as dummies. 
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*See http://www.cbs.nl/nl-NL/menu/methoden/begrippen/default.htm?ConceptID=658 for more 
information on the address density measure.  

 
Control variables: 

- The age of the residents in an area is measured by a combination of scales, each reflecting the 
percentage of residents with a certain age. The age of residents is divided into five groups: 0-14, 
15-24, 25-44, 45-64 and 65+.  

- Racial differences are described by two measures of the amount of foreigners in an area. The first 
measure is the percentage of western foreigners including Europe, North-America, Oceania, 
Indonesia and Japan. The second portion is made up of non-western foreigners from Turkey, 
Africa, Latin America and Asia(except for Indonesia and Japan). 

3.2.4 Design & Model 
Because of the binary nature of the dependent variable FTTH availability, a logistic regression will be 
used to analyze the data. Urban Density 3 has been omitted as a dummy variable for the urban density 
measures, the age groups of 0-14 and 65+ have been omitted for the age variables. For the income 
percentages in the neighborhoods, the percentage for average incomes has been left out of the analysis, 
due to redundancy errors in the analysis. 
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3.2.5 Sample descriptive 
Table 3.1: Sample Descriptive for Availability analysis 

 
Note: N=8427. 
 

The descriptive of the sample(table 3.1) allows an overview of the data used for the analysis. FttH is 
available in 18% of the neighborhoods. A large portion(38%) of the neighborhoods has urban density 5, 
which translates to more rural areas. The other number of neighborhoods are represented more evenly 
ranging from 12% to 19%. On average ~38% of the households in neighborhoods have children and 8% of 
the households ~15% of the households are from foreign origin. 

Do note that the numbers presented here merely reflected the means per neighborhood. This does not 
relate to absolute amounts of residents. Therefore any conclusions must be handled with care, relating to 
relative differences between neighborhoods and not to relative amount of residents(which may vary 
between smaller and larger neighborhoods). 

  

Predictors M SD Min Max
FttH Available 0,18 0,38 0 1

Household/Respondent
High Income % 23,65 12,98 1 85
Average Income % 40,56 9,05 -2 81
Low Income % 35,80 14,62 1 97
Children 37,66 11,94 0 86

Urban Density
Urban Density 1 0,12 0,32 0 1
Urban Density 2 0,19 0,40 0 1
Urban Density 3 0,15 0,35 0 1
Urban Density 4 0,16 0,37 0 1
Urban Density 5 0,38 0,49 0 1

Control
Age 0-14 17,51 5,08 0 41
Age 15-24 11,98 4,27 0 83
Age 25-44 25,26 6,76 1 63
Age 45-64 29,31 5,94 0 52
Age 65+ 15,96 8,54 0 88
Western Foreigner 7,99 5,00 0 74
Other Foreigner 6,87 10,01 0 89
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3.2.6 Results 
Table 3.2: Logistic Regression results for Availability analysis 

 
Note: N=8427. Statistical significant effects(p<0.05) are underlined e.g. 0,001. Reference categories are 
‘Urban Density 3’, ‘Age 0-14, ‘Age 65+’and Average Income %. 
 

This model and data are used to predict the availability of FttH on the basis of several indicators on 
household level and the urban density, as characteristics of neighborhoods in the Netherlands. The model 
assessment has shown significant contribution of predictors in the model towards the explanation of the 
dependent variable FttH availability(Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients, χ2=636.76, p<0.001). The 
Nagelkerke R square is 0.120, which approximately reflects the proportion of variance accounted for by 
the model. The Hosmer and Lemeshow test indicates that the predicted probabilities fit the observed 
probabilities well(p>0.05). 

The income levels in an area are represented by three measures corresponding to the percentage of 
households with a low, average and high income. The analysis(table3.2) shows that neighborhoods with 
both a high percentage of low incomes(β=-0.011, p<0.05) and high percentage of high incomes(β=-0.016, 
p<0.001), are negatively related to the availability of FttH. In other words, neighborhoods with a high 
percentage of average incomes correlate with the availability of FttH. Hypothesis 1a should therefore be 
rejected. Areas with a large percentage of households with children seem to be present more often in areas 
with FttH available(β=0.010, p<0.05). The urban density of an area is defined by five measures, going 
from intensely urban(1) until non-urban(5). The results show that and urban density of 2, is less correlated 
to FttH availability than neighborhoods with an urban density of 1, 3 or 4(β=-0.208, p<0.05). Especially 
areas that are non-urban are most unlikely to correlate with having FttH available(β=-1.748, p<0.01). It 
seems that these rural areas not selected as often compared to more urban areas. 

Predictors β SE  β Wald's χ² df p eβ(odds)

Household/Respondent
High Income % -0,016 0,004 14,68 1 0,000 0,984 0,98 0,99
Low Income % -0,011 0,004 6,54 1 0,011 0,989 0,98 1,00
Children 0,010 0,004 6,41 1 0,011 1,010 1,00 1,02

Urban Density
Urban Density 1 -0,193 0,122 2,50 1 0,114 0,824 0,65 1,05
Urban Density 2 -0,208 0,091 5,30 1 0,021 0,812 0,68 0,97
Urban Density 4 -0,106 0,091 1,35 1 0,245 0,899 0,75 1,08
Urban Density 5 -1,748 0,103 285,68 1 0,000 0,174 0,14 0,21

Control
Age 15-24 -0,004 0,007 0,32 1 0,573 0,996 0,98 1,01
Age 25-44 0,008 0,006 1,85 1 0,174 1,008 1,00 1,02
Age 45-64 -0,029 0,007 17,98 1 0,000 0,971 0,96 0,98
Western Foreigner -0,040 0,009 20,24 1 0,000 0,961 0,94 0,98
Other Foreigner -0,003 0,004 0,58 1 0,445 0,997 0,99 1,00

Constant 0,443 0,439 1,02 1 0,312 1,558

eβ 95% C.I.
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3.2.7 Discussion 
The discussion of Digital Inequality is held on different levels(availability/adoption/use) and based on 
several demographic characteristics. In the case of availability it appears that the income levels in a 
neighborhood show an inverted u-shape type of relation with the availability of FttH. Neighborhoods with 
large percentages of low and high incomes are less likely to correlate with FttH availability, compared to 
neighborhoods with a high percentage of average income. AN important notion to be made is to carefully 
review the aforementioned income levels. Average income levels, could be ‘high enough’ to have the 
purchasing power to subscribe to FttH. The differentiation between low, average and high income levels 
should therefore be reconsidered in this type of analysis. A high percentage of children in the household 
seems to be correlated to the availability of FttH in a neighborhood.   

Availability is however dependent on the urban density of a neighborhood. It appears that especially 
neighborhoods with a real low urban density are significantly less connected to FttH. In the discussion of 
disclosure of rural areas, FttH is an important step for the future. In this mindset, FttH does not seem to 
contribute to the connection of rural areas in comparison to more urban areas.  

Analysis of the residuals and leverage values in the statistical output, shows that there are a number of 
cases that have an above normal influence on the outcome of the model. Further analysis of these cases 
shows no specific reasons why these cases diverge. Running an additional analysis without these cases 
only influences the results in a minor way. The control variable for the age group of 15-24 becomes 
significant in the additional analysis. However, other results remain stable. Therefore it is important that 
this analysis is repeated in future research, in order to clarify these results.  

3.2.8 Summary 
This analysis has shown that the availability of FttH correlates positively with neighborhoods with a high 
percentage of average incomes, opposed to low and high incomes. FttH seems to be available more often 
in neighborhoods with a high percentage of households with children. The urban density of an area seems 
to vary in relation to the availability of FttH. Most important is the possible under development of rural 
areas in terms of FttH availability. Due to the mixed results and some minor instability in the model, these 
conclusions should be interpreted carefully. Future research should focus on clarifying these results. 
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3.3 FttH Adoption  

 

3.3.1 Introduction  
This chapter will discuss the second research question regarding FttH adoption. According to literature, 
several factors play a role when looking at the adoption of computers, the Internet and forms of 
broadband. Among them are mostly demographic variables, concerning income, education and household 
composition among others. Differences between projects can be a source of variety in adoption as well. 
Characteristics such as if demand aggregation is used or the project received a significant subsidy. The 
approach to the analysis and its content is given in the following paragraphs, explaining the underlying 
dataset, the measurements that were used, the model design and the results. 

3.3.2 Data 
The main source of data is extracted from a monthly consumer survey originating from a large online 
market researcher. The website has a large group of registered users, who are rewarded by a digital 
currency which can be used for discounts and campaigns at selected shops. The respondents to the survey 
are invited by the website to enter into the survey or join individually. Selection by the company is 
dependent on the needed sample size and are corrected to reflect the Dutch population. This selection is 
done on the following dimensions: sex, age and region. The region selection is based on the Nielsen 
district distribution, to create a representative sample of Dutch regions. This monthly online survey has 
been run from October 2008 until December 2012, covering a total of 27 months or a little over two years.  

The selection group of respondents from the surveys included in the analysis, is based on the availability 
of FttH to their homes. The FTTH database includes a geographical database which links postal codes to 
the Dutch FttH projects. The postal codes are used to select the respondents from the survey, so only 
respondents that have FttH available are included. Due to the recent rollout of some FttH projects, the 
surveys are also selected on their dates, including only finished FttH projects. The possibility exists that 
respondents join the survey multiple times, in that case the most recent response is used. Information 
about the FttH projects is extracted from the database and complemented where needed. Through 
extensive desk research all dates and project types have been verified and supplemented. 

3.3.3 Measurements 
Dependent variable: 

The dependent variable stands for the adoption of FttH as the main internet connection in the 
household. Households that have FttH have the value ‘1’, while households with another internet 
connection have the value ‘0’. The internet connections have been checked for consistency: if a 
respondent has selected an internet connection not consistent with the service provider, the 
respondent has been left out of the analysis, which occurred 791 times.  

 
 

 
Research Question 2: What is the effect of household characteristics on FttH adoption? 
 
Research Question 3: What is the effect of project type variations on FttH adoption? 
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Household characteristics: 
- The household income is divided by a scale of 9 levels, representing income levels ranging less 

than €20.000 up to more than €120.000: <20.000, 20.000-30.000, 30.000-40.000, 40.000-50.000, 
50.000-60.000, 60.000-80.000, 80.000-100.000, 100.000-120.000, >120.000. 

- The level of completed education of the respondent is divided into low and high education. High 
education includes polytechnic school and university education. Low education consists of all 
education below the level of polytechnic schools.  

- Children in the household is extracted from questions about the composition of the household. If a 
child is present in the household, the variable Children will get a ‘1’, opposed to ‘0’ when there 
are no children. 

Project type related variables: 
- ‘Time since FttH is available’ is used to control for the time since FttH is available, which can 

vary between projects. It is expected that when FttH is available for a longer period other/more 
people adopt it. This variable is created by calculating the difference between the date of the 
survey and the date since FttH is available, displayed in months. 

- Demand aggregation is a dummy variable indicating that the project has been proceeded by a 
demand aggregation process. 

- The subsidy variable reflects the few cases where the project was heavily subsidized, namely the 
Nuenen project(discussed paragraph 3.3.2). 

Control variables: 
- The age of the respondent is divided into groups based on the age division of CBS. These age 

groups are: 0-14, 15-24, 25-44, 45-64, 65+.  
- Being a foreigner is divided in being a western foreigner(1/0) or a non-western foreigner(1/0). 
- The number of devices connected to the Internet, is a value counting several devices that are 

connected to the internet and the number of those devices. 
- To represent the use of advanced technology a measure is created consisting of the amount of 

high-end devices in the households. These device include a Smart TV, Blu-ray player, Full HD 
Television, HD TV tuner.  

3.3.4 Design & Model  
The dataset has been selected from the availability of FttH as discussed earlier and included respondents 
have been checked for consistent answers to the internet technology and provider. Next to that the dataset 
was checked for missing values which left out several cases. Since the dependent variable reflects a binary 
value for adoption(1=yes, 0=no) the method used is a logistic regression. In order to increase the 
interpretability of the model results, the income measure has been mean centered(-3.1650) making it a 
scale from -2,17 to 5.84. This introduced a logical zero-point to interpret the regression equation.  
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3.3.5 Sample descriptive 
This sample(table 3.3) is based on households that have FttH available. From these households a little less 
than one-third in the sample is subscribed to an FttH connection(~28%). Combined with cable and DSL 
subscriptions this makes a total of ~90% broadband subscriptions. The income scale has been mean-
centered due to interpretability measures later in the full model analysis. Therefore the new mean income 
is set at zero which reflects the mean income estimation between €30.000-€40.000. Approximately 30% of 
the sample has finished a form of high education and a little over half(~51%) of the households has 
children. The time since FttH is available is on average 30 months for the sample up to a maximum of 102 
months or 8.5 years. 35% of the FttH respondents projects in the sample were preceded by demand 
aggregation and only 2% of the projects belonging to respondents received a substantial amount of 
subsidy. 
 

Table 3.3: Sample Descriptive for Adoption analysis 

 
Note: N=3510. 
  

Predictors M SD Min Max

Internet Connection

FttH 0,28 0,45 0 1
Cable 0,32 0,47 0 1
DSL 0,29 0,46 0 1
Broadband 0,90 0,31 0 1

Household/Respondent
Income(Mean-Centered) 0,00 1,84 -2,17 5,84
High Education 0,29 0,45 0 1
Children 0,51 0,50 0 1

Project Related
Time FttH Available 28,80 22,69 1,00 102
FttH Aggregation 0,35 0,48 0 1
FttH Subsidy 0,02 0,13 0 1

Control
Age 15-24 0,18 0,38 0 1
Age 25-44 0,44 0,50 0 1
Age 45-64 0,33 0,47 0 1
Age 65+ 0,01 0,09 0 1
Non-Western Foreigner 0,02 0,12 0 1
Western Foreigner 0,01 0,12 0 1
Other Foreigner 0,01 0,11 0 1
Internet Devices 2,60 1,67 0 8
High-end Devices 0,56 1,07 0 13
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3.3.6 Results  
The analysis has been approached in a three-step process. First the basic model, including selected 
variables income, high education and children in the household. Secondly, the basic model has been 
expanded with the introduction of several two-way interactions between aforementioned household 
variables. The addition of these variables in the expanded two-way model, give way to further 
interpretation of the several personal/household characteristics on the adoption of FttH. Finally the full 
will have an additional three-way interaction.  

Next the results of the basic model are displayed. Thereafter the two-way model results will be displayed, 
followed by the full model.  This section will be finished with a thorough discussion of the results 
including comparison to between the models. Finally conclusions will be drawn from the models with 
respect to the hypotheses.  

Basic Model 
Table 3.4: Logistic Regression results for Adoption analysis: Basic model 

 
Note: N=3510. Statistical significant effects(p<0.05) are underlined e.g. 0,001.  
 
The basic model performs significantly better than the Null model and the analysis revealed several 
significant factors adding explanatory power to the adoption of FttH. The overall significance of the 
model is reflected by a significant Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients(χ2=222.22, p<0.001). The 
pseudo-R statistic Nagelkerke R square holds the value 0.088 which approximately reflects the proportion 
of variance accounted for by the model. The Hosmer and Lemeshow test indicates that the predicted 

Predictors β SE  β Wald's χ² df p eβ(odds)

Household/Respondent
Income 0,108 0,023 22,28 1 0,000 1,114 1,06 1,16
High Education -0,101 0,092 1,22 1 0,270 0,904 0,75 1,08
Children 0,331 0,082 16,49 1 0,000 1,393 1,19 1,63

Project Related
Time FttH Available 0,011 0,002 37,85 1 0,000 1,012 1,01 1,02
Demand Aggregation 0,746 0,084 78,71 1 0,000 2,108 1,79 2,49
Subsidized Project 1,033 0,284 13,27 1 0,000 2,809 1,61 4,90

Control
Age 15-24 -0,189 0,114 2,74 1 0,098 0,828 0,66 1,04
Age 25-44 -0,231 0,087 7,08 1 0,008 0,794 0,67 0,94
Age 65+ 0,547 0,410 1,78 1 0,182 1,728 0,77 3,86
Non-Western Foreigner -0,677 0,381 3,16 1 0,076 0,508 0,24 1,07
Western Foreigner -0,908 0,416 4,76 1 0,029 0,403 0,18 0,91
Other Foreigner -0,901 0,459 3,86 1 0,049 0,406 0,17 1,00
Internet Devices 0,083 0,025 10,80 1 0,001 1,086 1,03 1,14
High-end Devices 0,027 0,037 0,53 1 0,468 1,027 0,96 1,10

Constant -2,431 0,184 174,73 1 0,000 0,088

eβ 95% C.I.
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probabilities fit the observed probabilities well(p>0.05). Next the results(table 3.4) will be compared to the 
hypotheses. First the hypotheses regarding household characteristics will be discussed in the order of 
income, education and children. Secondly, the project related hypotheses will be discussed including time 
available, demand aggregation and subsidies.  

The first household characteristic to be tested is the relation between the household income level and the 
adoption of FttH. According to prior research in the area of technology adoption income level has 
consistently been an important indicator. Internet adoption for both dial-up and broadband connections has 
shown the same positive relationship; higher income levels correlate with the adoption of said internet 
connections. The results from the analysis in this paper, show the same outcome. Indeed the household 
income level is positively correlated with the adoption of fibre(β=0.110, p<0.001). This result supports 
hypothesis 2a, showing income is an important indicator for the adoption of FttH. Secondly, the influence 
of the education level of the respondent on fibre adoption is tested. Theory suggests that high education 
levels can be related to the adoption of computers and the internet, similar to higher income levels. 
However, the analysis does not show the relationship between high education and FttH adoption(p>0.05). 
Therefore the results reject hypothesis 2b, no significant correlation between high education and fibre 
adoption exists. Third and final, the relevance of having children in the household is evaluated. Kids play 
an important role in the adoption of computers and the Internet, partly by educational demand but also 
their interest and needs in form of entertainment and communication. The analysis shows that having 
children in the household positively contributes to the adoption of FttH(β=0.341, p<0.001). Thus, 
hypothesis 2c is supported by the results. Having one or more children in the household is positively 
correlated to the household decision on fibre adoption, corresponding to previous research.  

The project related characteristics show highly significant effects on the decision to adopt fibre. First of all 
the time that FttH is available in an area. It is expected that the total amount of subscribers grows over 
time. In other words, that the uptake of FttH does not stop or declines after a certain period. Indeed this is 
the case, as the time FttH is available positively correlates with the adoption decision of 
households(β=0.341, p<0.001), supporting hypothesis 3a. Over time, more households have adopted FttH. 
Secondly the difference between demand aggregation projects and projects that did not had a demand 
aggregation procedure before the rollout. The results show that projects with demand aggregation 
significantly increase the decision to adopt fibre(β=0.767, p<0.001), corresponding to hypothesis 3b. A 
minority of projects in the dataset have received a substantial amount of subsidy, including free 
subscriptions for a limited period. Naturally it is expected that such generous subsidies have a positive 
effect on the FttH adoption decision of households in these project areas. The results of the analysis 
indeed show a large and positive correlation between subsidized projects and fibre adoption. 
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Two-way model 
Table 3.5: Logistic Regression results for Adoption analysis: Two-way model 

 
Note: N=3510. Statistical significant effects(p<0.05) are underlined e.g. 0,001.  
 

The two-way model shows an unchanged Nagelkerke R-square of 0.088, indicating that this model does 
not offer any addition to the prediction of FttH adoption. Further investigation of the interaction variables 
confirms that no significant effects are found(table 3.5). Therefore the results of this model are similar to 
the basic model.  Hypotheses 2d, 2e, 2f are therefore not met. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Predictors β SE  β Wald's χ² df p eβ(odds)

Household/Respondent
Income 0,103 0,041 6,30 1 0,012 1,108 1,02 1,20
High Education -0,111 0,134 0,69 1 0,406 0,895 0,69 1,16
Children 0,327 0,099 10,84 1 0,001 1,386 1,14 1,68

Interaction effects
Income*Child 0,006 0,046 0,02 1 0,894 1,006 0,92 1,10
Income*Edu 0,004 0,046 0,01 1 0,926 1,004 0,92 1,10
Child*Edu 0,015 0,188 0,01 1 0,937 1,015 0,70 1,47

Project Related
Time FttH Available 0,011 0,002 37,86 1 0,000 1,012 1,01 1,02
Demand Aggregation 0,746 0,084 78,63 1 0,000 2,108 1,79 2,49
Subsidized Project 1,033 0,284 13,26 1 0,000 2,810 1,61 4,90

Control
Age 15-24 -0,188 0,115 2,68 1 0,102 0,828 0,66 1,04
Age 25-44 -0,230 0,087 7,00 1 0,008 0,794 0,67 0,94
Age 65+ 0,548 0,411 1,78 1 0,182 1,729 0,77 3,87
Non-Western Foreigner -0,678 0,381 3,17 1 0,075 0,508 0,24 1,07
Western Foreigner -0,907 0,417 4,74 1 0,030 0,404 0,18 0,91
Other Foreigner -0,904 0,459 3,87 1 0,049 0,405 0,16 1,00
Internet Devices 0,083 0,025 10,83 1 0,001 1,086 1,03 1,14
High-end Devices 0,027 0,037 0,53 1 0,468 1,027 0,96 1,10

Constant -1,815 0,124 214,72 1 0,000 0,163

eβ 95% C.I.
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Full model 
Table 3.6: Logistic Regression results for Adoption analysis: Full model 

 
Note: N=3510. Statistical significant effects(p<0.05) are underlined e.g. 0,001.  
 
The overall significance of the model is shown by the significant Omnibus Tests of Model 
Coefficients(χ2=226.83, p<0.001). Regarding the variance explained by the model, the pseudo R-square 
from Nagelkerke holds a value of 0.090 which is slightly more than the basic model. This suggests that the 
full model explains additional variance. The goodness-of-fit indicated by the Hosmer and Lemeshow Test 
shows a  non-significant results, which indicates that the model fits the data better than chance alone. 

Regarding the previous mentioned hypotheses, the full model does not change any interpretations. The 
same significant variables can be found, with the effects working in the same direction. The additional 
interaction effects tested the combination of income, high education and children in the household. The 
three-way interaction between the above mentioned variables is analyzed. This three-way interaction 
effect, represents the income effect from respondents with high education and children in the household. 
The results in table 3.6 show that this interaction of variables has a significant positive effect on the 

Predictors β SE  β Wald's χ² df p eβ(odds)

Household/Respondent
Income 0,152 0,047 10,57 1 0,001 1,164 1,06 1,28
High Education -0,097 0,132 0,55 1 0,460 0,907 0,70 1,17
Children 0,299 0,100 9,00 1 0,003 1,348 1,11 1,64

Interaction effects
Income*Edu*Child 0,199 0,093 4,55 1 0,033 1,220 1,02 1,46
Income*Child -0,072 0,058 1,54 1 0,215 0,930 0,83 1,04
Income*Edu -0,101 0,067 2,23 1 0,135 0,904 0,79 1,03
Child*Edu -0,095 0,195 0,23 1 0,628 0,910 0,62 1,33

Project Related
Time FttH Available 0,011 0,002 37,04 1 0,000 1,011 1,01 1,02
Demand Aggregation 0,745 0,084 78,36 1 0,000 2,107 1,79 2,48
Subsidized Project 1,051 0,284 13,73 1 0,000 2,861 1,64 4,99

Control
Age 15-24 -0,185 0,115 2,59 1 0,108 0,831 0,66 1,04
Age 25-44 -0,226 0,087 6,71 1 0,010 0,798 0,67 0,95
Age 65+ 0,559 0,411 1,85 1 0,174 1,750 0,78 3,92
Non-Western Foreigner -0,689 0,380 3,28 1 0,070 0,502 0,24 1,06
Western Foreigner -0,922 0,417 4,87 1 0,027 0,398 0,18 0,90
Other Foreigner -0,968 0,466 4,32 1 0,038 0,380 0,15 0,95
Internet Devices 0,084 0,025 11,19 1 0,001 1,088 1,04 1,14
High-end Devices 0,026 0,037 0,47 1 0,492 1,026 0,95 1,10

Constant -2,489 0,174 205,72 1 0,000 0,083

eβ 95% C.I.
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adoption of FttH, mediated by the income level(β=0.201, p<0.05). So for respondents that have a high 
education and children in the household, the income level has an additional positive influence on fibre 
adoption, supporting hypothesis 2g.  

The conclusion from the added interaction effects in the full model is that the adoption is dependent on 
income level(β=0.158, p<0.001) and having children in the household(β=0.298, p<0.01) and not on high 
education for most households. However, households with a high education and children have an 
additional positive effect of the income level. For these households high education level does play a role, 
together with children in the household in an income dependent effect on FttH adoption. 

 

3.3.7 Discussion 
Income levels are an important phenomenon in the digital inequality discussion. Previous research has 
indicated that income is a significant predictor of IT, internet and broadband adoption. This analysis has 
confirmed these previous findings and shows the same positive relation between income level and FttH 
adoption. It is also an interesting finding due to the cost aspect of broadband subscriptions. FttH 
subscriptions are not necessarily more expensive when compared to coaxial cable subscriptions for 
instance. The income correlation might not need to be cost driven, but merely a characteristic of the type 
of consumer which adopts to the newest technology available in this case FttH. In that sense the digital 
gap seems to widen when it comes to this new infrastructure. Having children in the household has been a 
positive indicator of internet adoption which is re-established during this research. Younger generations 
might stimulate the need for new technology. However the level of education does not show this positive 
effect for FttH adoption directly. Only when there are children in the household and the measure is taken 
relative to income, education influences the adoption. It appears that having both children and a high 
education stimulates the adoption of FttH, relative to income. Those with high income, high education and 
children appear to be the most fortunate group when it comes to FttH adoption. In that sense it appears 
that a rich get richer phenomenon exists for the upper segment with a high income level, high education 
and a family including children. 

Project related factors concerning project types including demand aggregation and subsidies display the 
expected effect at this point. Demand aggregation has increased the chance of adoption severely, while 
state subsidies do this even better. The question is of course if these findings hold on the long term. Will 
adoption trough regular forced rollout reach the same level of adoption compared to demand aggregation 
and subsidies? Will there be a substantial amount of FttH defectors over time if competitive technologies 
remain able to supply a decent alternative technology? 

 

3.3.8 Summary 
In summary, the basic model has shown that both higher income levels(hypothesis 2a) and children in the 
household(hypothesis 2c) are positively related to the adoption of FttH. Hypothesis 2b regarding high 
education needs to be refined. High educational level of the respondent has a positive effect on FttH 
adoption, only when considered relative to income level and the when the children variable is positive. 
However, in any other circumstances, high education has no significant effect on fibre adoption. Therefore 
hypothesis 2b is partially accepted. Hypothesis 2d corresponding to the three way interaction effect 
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between income level, high education and children in the household is fully accepted. It appears that for 
those respondents with high education and children in the household there is a positive effect on FttH 
adoption, relative to the income level(positively related to adoption). None of the two-way interactions 
show any significant effects on FttH adoption. It appears that the effect of income, high education or 
children in the household, is not solely mediated by any of the other three variables. 

Furthermore the project related variables show that the time FttH is available(hypothesis 3a), demand 
aggregation projects(3b) and subsidized projects(3c) all have a positive influence on the adoption decision 
of consumers in those project areas. 
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5.4 Adoption over time 

 

5.4.1 Introduction 
Following the overall adoption of FttH, the focus shifts toward adoption over time. As with any adoption 
process it can be expected that certain consumer segments, choose to adopt earlier than other consumer 
segments. These segments can be described by certain characteristics, including income level, education 
and children in the household. In order to test the effect of these characteristics on the adoption timing an 
additional regression model has been created. Regarding the directions of the hypotheses, the same effects 
are expected compared to the overall adoption of FttH. The prediction is that income(hypothesis 4a), high 
education(hypothesis 4b) and children in the household(hypothesis 4c) all correlate with the speed of 
adoption. In other words, these variables are expected to correlate negatively with the adoption over time 
variable. Higher income levels, high education and children in the household are associated with early 
FttH adoption. 

5.4.2 Data 
Since the focus is on the time of adoption, the sample is limited to include only those respondents that 
adopted FttH. This leaves a total of 990 respondents in the sample to test the hypotheses on. The survey 
data however does not include any information on the time of adoption. Therefore a pseudo adoption time 
model has been created to test the difference in early and later adopters, without a direct time variable. 
The pseudo time variable of importance is the time(in months) since FttH is available. For every 
respondent the date of the survey is known. By comparing the date of the survey with the date that FttH in 
the area of the respondent is made available, one can indicate the time since FttH is available. Although it 
is unknown when exactly the respondent has adopted FttH, a justified indication of difference between 
early adopters and later adopters can be given by looking at the group adoptions at a certain time 
‘t’(t=time FttH available). One could say that at point (t=1), respondents are included that adopted FttH at 
point (t=1) only. At point (t=2), respondents are included that adopted at (t=2) and likely +(t=1). At point 
t=x, respondents are included at (t=x) and likely (t=1)+(t=2)+(t=…)+(t=x-1). Given the inclusion of the 
latest adoption group at time ‘x’, including all previous adopters, one can compare the adopter 
characteristics of (t=x) to any other time described by (t=x-x(t)). Doing this for all values of ‘t’, a dataset 
is acquired which holds information on the differences between the groups of adopters and any value of ‘t’ 
or the time FttH is available. Since we expect a linear relationship in regression we expect the group 
averages for the variables of income, high education and children to vary over time. It must be emphasized 
that this pseudo-measurement only gives an indication of the potential differences between groups over 
time. The rather large number of observations in the sample however, give reason to include this model to 
shed a new light on the adoption process of FttH.  

 

 
Research Question 4: What is the effect household characteristics on FttH adoption speed? 
 
Research Question 5: What is the effect of demand aggregation on FttH adoption speed? 
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3.4.3 Measurements 
The independent variable used in this analysis include income, education, household composition and 
various control variables similar to those used in the previous adoption analysis(3.3.3). The dependent 
variable is the measure that displays the time since FttH is available for the respondent.  This time 
measure is a pseudo indicator for the difference between adoption groups over time, as mentioned in the 
previous paragraph. 

3.4.4 Design & Model 
The dependent variable of this model can hold values from 1 till 98, corresponding to the number of 
months of time between FttH is available and the survey date. This number stands for the expected linear 
relationship between adoption time and the independent variables of the analysis. Therefore a linear 
regression is used to estimate the coefficients of said variables. Similar to the adoption analysis Due to 
interpretability, the income measure has been mean centered(-3.1650) making it a scale from -2,17 to 
5.84. 

3.4.5 Sample descriptive 
 

Table 3.7:  Sample Descriptive for Adoption over time analysis 

 
Note: N=990. 
 
  

Predictors M SD Min Max

Time FttH Available 31,55 23,06 1,00 98,00

Household/Respondent
Income(Mean-Centered) 0,33 1,85 -2,17 5,84
High Education 0,29 0,46 0 1
Children 0,58 0,49 0 1

Project Related
FttH Aggregation 0,45 0,50 0 1
FttH Subsidy 0,03 0,18 0 1

Control
Age 15-24 0,17 0,38 0 1

Age 25-44 0,42 0,49 0 1
Age 45-64 0,36 0,48 0 1
Age 65+ 0,01 0,10 0 1

Non-Western Foreigner 0,01 0,09 0 1

Western Foreigner 0,01 0,08 0 1
Other Foreigner 0,01 0,08 0 1
Internet Devices 2,87 1,75 0 8
High-end Devices 0,63 1,13 0 9
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This sample(table 3.7) is based on households that have FttH available and have adopted FttH, or in other 
ways subscribed to an FttH connection. On average the FttH connection has been available for 32 months 
for the respondent at the point in time that the survey is active. The mean-centered income reflects an 
estimated €30.000-€40.000. Roughly 30% of the sample has finished high education and more than half of 
the households(58%) have children in the household. Demand Aggregation has taken place for 45% of the 
sample and subsidies have been available for 3%. 
 
3.4.6 Results 
Similar to the previous adoption analysis, this analysis is divided into three parts. Interactions of variables 
are used to predict the adoption speed of respondent groups. First the basic model is tested, including all 
variables except for the interaction effects. Secondly, the two-way model is tested. This includes the two-
way interactions between the household characteristics. Later the full model includes the all interaction 
effects into the equation, including the three-way interaction.  Note that the dependent variable measuring 
adoption time, must be interpreted carefully. If the effect of a predictor is positive, this means that the 
adoption is longer. In other words a positive predictor, means that that variable has a negative correlation 
with adoption speed. Vice versa, a negative predictor in the model, has  a positive correlation with 
adoption speed, quicker adoption. In the discussion of the results, the relation to adoption speed will be 
used as the indication of effect. Therefore a negative  B in the results, relates to a positive effect on 
adoption speed. 

Basic model 
Table 3.8:  Linear Regression results for Adoption over time analysis: Basic model 

                                                                                                                             
Note: N=990. Statistical significant effects(p<0.05) are underlined e.g. 0,001.  
 

Predictors β SE  β Beta t p

Household/Respondent

Income -0,634 0,410 -0,05 -1,55 0,123
High Education 3,709 1,618 0,07 2,29 0,022
Children -3,701 1,440 -0,08 -2,57 0,010

Project Related
FttH Aggregation -16,146 1,386 -0,35 -11,65 0,000

Control
Age 15-24 -1,064 2,005 -0,02 -0,53 0,596
Age 25-44 0,775 1,531 0,02 0,51 0,613
Age 65+ -2,397 6,607 -0,01 -0,36 0,717
Non-Western Foreigner 1,653 7,197 0,01 0,23 0,818
Western Foreigner -0,216 8,173 0,00 -0,03 0,979
Other Foreigner 7,984 8,813 0,03 0,91 0,365
Internet Devices 1,122 0,424 0,09 2,64 0,008
High-end Devices -0,773 0,651 -0,04 -1,19 0,235

Constant 37,170 1,839 20,22 0,000
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The suggested model to predict adoption over time is significant and includes several significant 
predictors. The model’s F-value is associated with a significant value(p<0.01) indicating that the 
independent variables predict the outcomes reliably. The adjusted R-square of 0.136 shows that 
approximately 14% of the variation in the dependent variable can be explained by the independent 
variables. The results in table 3.8 and associated hypotheses will be discussed starting  with the income 
level of the respondent.   

It is expected that a higher income level adopts FttH earlier than one with a relatively lower income. The 
results of the analysis however do not show any significant effect of income on adoption time(p>0.05). 
Therefore hypothesis 4a can be rejected. A high level of education however does have a significant effect 
on the adoption time. A high level of education is said to be an important characteristic of early adopters. 
The results of the analysis however indicate otherwise. It appears that among the FttH adopters, those with 
high education adopt later on average(β=4.912, p<0.01), thus rejecting hypothesis 4b.The third and final 
factor of importance involves if there are any children in the household. It is expected that children have 
positive effect on the demand for fibre and therefore speed up the fibre adoption of a household. The 
analysis indeed shows a positive effect on the adoption speed. The time to adopt is significantly lower for 
households with children(β=-4.092, p<0.01), than those without. Accordingly, hypothesis 4c can be 
accepted, a positive relationship exists between adoption speed and children in the household. 

The project characteristic of interest in this analysis is the demand aggregation. Since demand aggregation 
involves a substantial number of subscribers prior rollout, a positive effect is expected on the adoption 
speed of those respondents in FttH projects with demand aggregation. The analysis shows the expected 
positive contribution of demand aggregation to the adoption speed of respondents(β=-16.146, p<0.001). 
This result supports hypothesis 5a, concerning the positive influence of demand aggregation on adoption 
speed. 

Two-way model & Full model 

Both the two-way model and the Full model do not offer a significant addition to the results. The R-square 
of the model is unchanged, and the adjusted R-square is lower due to the addition variables without 
additional explanation power. Also, none of the interaction variables are significant in predicting the 
adoption time. Therefore hypotheses 4d, 4e, 4f, 4g concerning two-way and three-way interaction effects 
between income, education level and children in the household do not appear to be true influence the 
adoption speed of households. See Appendix 2 for the regression results of the two-way model and full 
model. 

3.4.7 Discussion 
The adoption speed looks at the differences within the group of FttH adopters. From the FttH adoption 
research questions, we already know that a high income level and children in the household are more 
common in the group of FttH adopters, than the non-adopters. Analysis of the adoption speed shows that 
within the FttH adoption group, income has no significant effect on adoption speed. Apparently the time 
of adoption does not differ between income groups. The level of education does however. Based on theory 
there is no direct explanation as to why respondents with a lower education level would adopt FttH faster 
than those with a higher education level. Since no effect for education was found in the FttH adoption 
analysis, it appears there is more to it. Perhaps those with lower education levels see timely  adoption of 
FttH as important. This might be due to the level of hip or cool, that is surrounded by new technology. 
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Those with higher education might wait for a while before they adopt. This might be due to the expected 
start-up problems of new infrastructure and unstable connections. Possibly they find a stable connection 
more important than being the first to adopt. As expected demand aggregation is positively related with 
adoption speed, the critical size before rollout is effective. 

5.4.8 Summary  
In summary the analysis of adoption time sheds a light on the question of early and later adopters of FttH. 
It appears that the income level has no significant effect on adoption speed(hypothesis 4a), but those with 
high education correlate with a lengthier adoption time(hypothesis 4b). Having children in the adoption 
correlates with a quicker adoption FttH. Interaction effects between the household characteristics are not 
significant. It appears that the effects of income, education and children in the household, do not depend 
on each other. Demand aggregation projects speed up adoption by a considerable amount as expected. 
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3.5 FttH Use   
 

 

3.5.1 Introduction  
Over the years several papers have been published regarding use of computers and the Internet. 
Differences in use can be explained by personal characteristics related to personal characteristics like 
income, education and age, but also topical interests, skills and access to devices and resources.   
Technically speaking a form of supply & demand exists between available technologies and applications. 
Computer applications using the internet range in their need for speed and quality of an internet 
connection. Email for example barely needs bandwidth and has no need for a lag free and low latency 
connection.  High definition video calling on the other needs the opposite; a connection with plenty of 
bandwidth, adequate upload, low latency and jigger free transfer. Demands from applications can be 
described  by several quality related characteristics like bandwidth, symmetry and latency. These 
demanding applications may need one or more of these characteristics to be run optimally. The analyses 
on all forms of applications separately did not bring any satisfying results. It might be the case that a 
single use of application is not enough to justify the subscription to an FttH connection. The demand for 
the high quality connection could be more appropriate when using multiple demanding applications. 
Instead of looking at separate applications, the applications are combined into a category named ‘high 
capacity applications’. Given the technical benefits of FttH, consumers might prefer FttH to run these high 
capacity applications. The following analysis will test research question 6 concerning the positive 
relationship between consumers with a FttH connection and their use of high capacity applications. High 
capacity applications will be analyzed into two separate ways; strict and wide which will be elaborated 
upon in the ‘Measurements’ section. (The applications have been regressed separately as well, these 
analyses can be found in the appendix 3) 

3.5.2 Data 
This analysis uses the same dataset previously used in the analysis of FttH adoption. The database consists 
of 27 month surveys from in between October 2008 and  December 2012. The survey includes various 
questions including  demographics and telecommunication use. For more information, see Data in the 
Adoption section. 

3.5.3 Measurements 
Dependent variable: 

The dependent variable is a score on the amount of high capacity applications used by the 
respondent. These applications include the following: downloading, manage website, video-
calling, music, catch-up TV, company network, gaming. * The survey included questions asking 
if the respondent used the internet for gaming for example. In this case, no distinctions have been 
made for frequency of use.  These applications are used to create two separate measures of high 
capacity use, in a wide and strict form. 

- Wide: downloading, manage website, video-calling, listening to music, catch-up TV**, 
company network, gaming 

 
Research Question 6: How is FttH adoption related to use of high capacity online applications? 
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- Strict: downloading, video-calling, company network, gaming 
 

*The survey questions are quite broad and ambiguous. See discussion for further information. 
**Catch-up TV is a form of video on demand. In this case, one can replay TV broadcasts online 
after the original broadcast date. 

FttH independent variable: 
The most important independent variable is the household network subscription. In this case a 
dummy variable is created which carries value ‘1’ if the household is subscribed to FttH, and 
value ‘0’ if the household is subscribed to another technology. 

Control variables: 
In order to make a complete picture of the use of applications, the most important household 
characteristics are included: income, education, children, age, foreign, internet devices, HD 
devices. These variables have been elaborated in the previous analysis on FttH adoption, see 5.3.3 
. The income variable in this case is used in its original scale form, instead of being mean-
centered. 

 

3.5.4 Design & Model 
The dependent variable reflects a score on the number of high capacity applications used by the 
respondent. The relationship between the dependent variable high capacity and independent variables is 
expected to be linear. Therefore a linear regression has been chosen to run the analysis. In the case of the 
‘wide’ analysis, the dependent variable score range is 0-7. In the ‘strict’ analysis the dependent variable 
score range is 0-4. 
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3.5.5 Sample Descriptive 
The high capacity use sample(table 3.9) is similar to the sample used in the adoption subsection.  The 
average income is €30.000-40.000, ~30% has a high education and around half of the respondents lives 
with children in the household. The average number of high capacity uses in the wide form is 1.25, and 
vary from 0 till 6. For the strict variant of high capacity use, the average number is 0.81, ranging from 0 
till 4. For further description of the sample and variables, see table x. 
 

Table 3.9:  Sample Descriptive for High Capacity use 

 
Note: N=3510. 
 

 

  

Predictors M SD Min Max

High Capacity (Wide) 1,25 1,02 0 6

High Capacity (Strict) 0,81 0,75 0 4
FttH 0,28 0,45 0 1

Household/Respondent
Income 3,16 1,84 1 9

High Education 0,29 0,45 0 1

Children 0,51 0,50 0 1
Control

Age 15-24 0,18 0,38 0 1

Age 25-44 0,44 0,50 0 1

Age 45-64 0,33 0,47 0 1
Age 65+ 0,01 0,09 0 1
Non-Western Foreigner 0,02 0,12 0 1

Western Foreigner 0,01 0,12 0 1

Other Foreigner 0,01 0,11 0 1
Internet Devices 2,60 1,67 0 8
High-end Devices 0,56 1,07 0 13
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3.5.6 Results 
The analyses are divided into a wide and a strict analysis. The wide analysis includes more high capacity 
applications than the strict analysis. The two extra applications in the wide analysis are listening to  music 
online and services similar to catch-up TV. First the wide analysis will be discussed, followed by the strict 
analysis. Lastly both analyses will be compared and discussed. 
 
Wide analysis 

Table 3.10: Linear Regression results for High Capacity use analysis: Wide 

 
Note: N=3510. Statistical significant effects(p<0.05) are underlined e.g. 0,001. 

This model performs significantly better than chance alone(p<0.001). The adjusted R-square of 0.030 
shows the independent variables explain ~3% of the variation in the predictions around its mean. 

The focus of this analysis is on the relationship between high capacity use(wide) and a subscription to a 
FttH network. It is expected that due to the demand for a high quality connection, users that score high on 
the high capacity scale are connected more often to FttH than users that score lower on the high capacity 
scale. In the case of a ‘wide’ high capacity scale it appears that this indeed is the case(table 3.10). 
Respondents that have a FttH connection correlate positively with wide high capacity use(β=0.081, 
p<0.05). 

  

Predictors β SE  β Beta t p

FttH 0,081 0,038 0,04 2,13 0,034

Household/Respondent
Income -0,013 0,010 -0,02 -1,28 0,199
High Education -0,068 0,040 -0,03 -1,70 0,089

Children 0,031 0,036 0,02 0,87 0,385

Control

Age 15-24 0,413 0,050 0,16 8,29 0,000
Age 25-44 0,288 0,038 0,14 7,51 0,000
Age 65+ -0,080 0,200 -0,01 -0,40 0,689
Non-Western Foreigner -0,268 0,139 -0,03 -1,93 0,053
Western Foreigner -0,034 0,141 0,00 -0,24 0,812
Other Foreigner -0,283 0,155 -0,03 -1,83 0,068
Internet Devices 0,024 0,011 0,04 2,14 0,032
High-end Devices 0,016 0,017 0,02 0,97 0,330

Constant 1,010 0,047 21,71 0,000
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Strict analysis 
Table 3.11: Linear Regression results for High Capacity use analysis: Strict 

 
Note: N=3510. Statistical significant effects(p<0.05) are underlined e.g. 0,001. 

The model is overall significant(p<0.001) and the adjusted R-square has a value of 0.029. 

The relationship between FttH subscribers and high capacity use in the strict form is expected to be 
positive. Consumers that use the internet for high capacity applications in the strict definition are expected 
to subscribe to FttH more often than those that don’t. The results of the analysis in table 3.11 show that the 
correlation between high capacity use and an FttH subscription indeed is significantly positive(β=0.070, 
p<0.05). 

  

Predictors β SE  β Beta t p

FttH 0,070 0,028 0,04 2,51 0,012
Household/Respondent

Income 0,003 0,008 0,01 0,42 0,676

High Education -0,099 0,029 -0,06 -3,37 0,001
Children 0,069 0,026 0,05 2,65 0,008

Control

Age 15-24 0,227 0,036 0,12 6,24 0,000

Age 25-44 0,188 0,028 0,12 6,70 0,000
Age 65+ -0,209 0,146 -0,02 -1,43 0,153
Non-Western Foreigner -0,043 0,101 -0,01 -0,42 0,672
Western Foreigner -0,063 0,104 -0,01 -0,61 0,541

Other Foreigner -0,172 0,114 -0,03 -1,52 0,130

Internet Devices 0,018 0,008 0,04 2,16 0,031
High-end Devices 0,022 0,012 0,03 1,82 0,069

Constant 0,602 0,034 17,67 0,000
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3.5.7 Discussion 
The analyses show that high capacity use is positively correlated with FttH subscribers, both in the wide 
and strict definition of the variable. It shows that to some extent the use of high capacity applications is 
related to whether a respondent is connected to the internet by FttH.  In that sense both measures deliver 
the same results. However, both wide and strict measures of high capacity use might represent different 
things. First of all the content of both measures. These are constructed from the use several applications 
that somehow might be related to the high capacity need of a quality connection. The extend to the actual 
demand for quality however, is not entirely reflected in these application use variables.  

The survey questions ask respondents if they use a certain service or application. The definition using 
these applications does not involve any measures like frequency or importance. Next to that the definitions 
of the applications themselves is rather unclear. When respondents are asked if they play a game online, 
there is no refining to the type of game(separate program or in browser) and the type of gamer(occasional, 
serious). The activity of downloading asks for a very broad use as well. No distinction is made between 
occasionally downloading small files or downloading large files regularly. These ambiguous 
measurements makes the definition of high capacity by certain applications rather difficult. 

Looking at the control variables, the second analysis of the ‘strict’ applications shows significant 
contributions of both education and children in the household. This might indicate a different underlying 
measurement of the wide and strict analyses. On the other hand, the applications under strict might already 
correlate more with education and children in the household. 

The measurement of high capacity use has some important limitations in frequency of use, importance of 
use and further definition of application use. The results from these analyses therefore must be handled 
with care. The significant correlation between FttH adopters and high capacity use, might also reflect 
forms of variety of use, or online activity. However, in addition to the previous separate use analyses, the 
current analyses did show an additional insight into the relation between connection type and use of the 
internet and applications. The combination of several applications might reflect the demand for a high 
quality connection more than separate measures. All in all, the decision to sign up to a certain internet 
subscription might demand more than one use of application. 

3.5.8 Summary 
The analysis on use tested the relationship between FttH adopters and the use of high capacity 
applications. These high capacity applications were reflected into two measures, wide and strict, which 
involved more or less applications. In both cases a positive correlation has been found between FttH 
subscribers and high capacity applications. The ambiguous definition of the separate use variables and the 
lacking information on frequency of use however, causes careful conclusions. The analyses show that a 
correlation exists between FttH adoption and certain combinations of use. This combination might reflect 
high capacity applications, but can also describe variety of use and the related type of internet user. 
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Chapter 4: Summary & Conclusion 
 
FttH is a technology capable of continuing the digital revolution far beyond current standards. The last 
few decades FttH has become available in several places and penetration rates are substantial. The goal of 
this paper, is to investigate what factors influence the availability, adoption and use of FttH. Since the 
beginning of the digital era a great deal of  discussion and debate has been taking place over the potential 
digital divide and inequality. Research concerning internet adoption and use has concluded that digital 
inequality exists regarding socioeconomic status and several other personal characteristics. People with 
high socioeconomic status, among other things, are more likely to adopt the Internet and benefit more 
from usage of the internet. The results follow a rich-get-richer scenario. With the introduction and current 
rollout of FttH, the potential of a new digital inequality exists. Therefore several phases in which digital 
inequality may occur, have been analyzed in this research. Due to the volume and complexity of these 
aspects, a framework has been created. The analyses have been divided over three elements.  

The first element ‘availability’ tests whether the availability of FttH is influenced by urban density , 
income levels and households with children. The results show that the urban density of a neighborhood 
correlates with the availability of FttH. It appears that especially rural areas have a significant smaller 
chance of having FttH available compared to more urban areas. Neighborhoods with a higher percentage 
of households with children, are more likely to have FttH available. The income level of households also 
plays a role. It appears that neighborhoods with a high percentage of average incomes, have FttH available 
more often than neighborhoods with a large portion of low or high income levels.   

The second element involves the adoption of FttH in regions where FttH is available. As expected income 
is an important indicator of adoption, citizens with higher income levels are more likely to adopt. After 
controlling for income, the education level does not appear to have an effect on adoption. Household with 
children present are more likely to adopt FttH than households without children. An interaction effect 
shows that consumers with high education and children in the household have an additional positive 
influence from higher income levels on FttH adoption. Project related elements show strong correlation 
with the adoption of FttH. The analyses show that the length of time that FttH is available is correlated 
with adoption. This means that amount of FttH subscriptions are growing over time. Projects where 
demand aggregation has been used prior to the out roll of the project, seem to increase the likelihood of 
consumers to adopt. With subsidies involved an even larger chance of adoption can be expected by 
consumers. 

Further focus has been put on the time element in the adoption of FttH. An additional analysis is used to 
discriminate between the consumers that adopted FttH. The adoption speed is the dependent variable and 
linked to personal characteristics and the project type. The findings suggest that the income level of the 
FttH adopters is not related to the time of adoption. The educational level however, does have a significant 
effect in this analysis. It appears that early adopters have a lower educational level than later adopters of 
FttH. Again the presence of children in the household is positively related to adoption, these households 
are more likely to adopt FttH faster than those without children. When looking at the project type, it 
appears that demand aggregation has a positive influence on the adoption speed as expected. Overall, 
consumers living in an area where demand aggregation took place, adopt faster than consumers in areas 
without demand aggregation.  
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The third element of concern is the use of internet applications. It is expected that the technology that is 
used by the consumer correlates with the type of use of internet applications. More specific, it is expected 
that FttH users are related to the use of high capacity(more demanding) applications. These applications 
are expected to benefit more from a high bandwidth and high quality connection in terms of performance 
and experience for the user. The analysis tests the score on these high capacity applications and the 
relation to the technology used. It appears that FttH adopters positively correlate with the use of high 
capacity applications, both in wide(more demanding) and strict(most demanding) definition. 

Several stages concerning digital inequality and FttH have been analyzed within this research. The 
availability analysis shows that areas that are rural are connected less to FttH. This indicates an important 
potential digital inequality. Though delayed, it can be expected that urban intensive areas will be 
connected to FttH due to the vast amount of potential subscribers. However, rural regions are an area of 
concern. Since these regions make an expensive investment due to the few subscribers per surface area, it 
is possible that these regions suffer a severe delay in being connected. The adoption of FttH in available 
areas show that people with a higher income are more likely to adopt. Given the potential benefits from 
FttH(in the future) these consumers appear to follow the rich-get-richer scenario. However, education does 
not appear to play a role in the absolute adoption of FttH, only in adoption speed. A returning result is the 
effect of having children in the household. In both availability, adoption and adoption speed, children in 
the household seem to have a positive effect. It seems that the younger generation can be recognized as the 
more broadband demanding and using generation, repeating the age inequality recognized in earlier 
research. The most future proof connection technology FttH also seems to be related to the use of high 
capacity applications. It seems that adopters are more likely to use these high capacity applications than 
non-adopters. In terms of digital inequality, it seems that next to adoption, also use is a factor to be 
considered. Overall it seems that there are several returning elements of digital inequality when it comes 
to the availability, adoption and use of the new consumer broadband technology FttH.  

Discussion  
Reflecting on the research questions and methods used, several discussion points are important. In the 
availability analysis, the data used is based on averages in the population. This introduces careful 
interpretation of the findings, because of potential ecological fallacy. The data that is available on the 
household level excludes data on educational level, which is an important factor in the digital inequality 
literature. Also the urban density factor reflects several characteristics of a neighborhood. Spatially seen it 
reflects the amount of households relative to the area. This however, also reflects the characteristics 
related to more rural or urban areas in terms of cultural and economic differences. Next to that, the 
neighborhood level of analysis does not include the effect of nearby neighborhoods. FttH projects might 
involve multiple neighborhoods with varying characteristics, introducing an extra choice element. 
Looking at the potential decision process of organizations planning to rollout FttH, several other 
characteristics of an area might be of importance. The availability of current broadband offers is an 
important indicator of competition. Though the broadband coverage in the Netherlands is very high, this 
could still have an effect. This effect could be illustrated by the technology offered(cable and/or DSL), the  
active operators and service providers and the effective broadband quality(related to distance and 
congestion. The cost of rolling out FttH can also be determined in more detail by experienced firms in the 
FttH market. Future research could provide further explanation of FttH availability including 
aforementioned additional variables. 
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One of the limitations of the adoption model is that the analysis only differentiates in the technology used 
and does not differentiate between possible subscription differences. More detailed information on 
subscriptions(bandwidth, price, services, quality) could provide further insight into the adoption behavior 
of consumers. The adoption analysis could also be extended towards an implicit conjoint model. Ideally, 
this model could value all the choice considerations and characteristics of the consumer towards the 
chosen subscription.  This would give a better weighted and informational analysis of the choice behavior 
of consumers concerning broadband internet. This research model however would need extensive data on 
the offered subscriptions in the area and account for changes in offers and prices over time. The adoption 
over time analysis calls for careful use of the results as well. The dependent variable measuring adoption 
over time, only looks at averages between the total groups at a given adoption time. As mentioned in the 
methods section, it would be more accurate to know the exact time of adoption of consumers instead of a 
pseudo measure comparing group averages. Future research should gather extensive detail on consumer 
subscriptions in order to get a more extensive comparison of connection technologies and adoption 
choices. 

The third element of use, suffers mostly from a good construct to reflect actual use of internet 
applications. Although research papers improved over time with their measurements of use, it still is very 
difficult to come up with a good construct. It is important to add nuance and detail to the usage of 
applications. First of all, the frequency and intensity of use. Lacking in this research is the description of 
how often an internet application is used and the relative importance to the user. Secondly, within 
applications the intensity of use may vary. As mentioned before, downloading files ranges from a single 
small file once in a while, to the daily download of large files. Therefore the download variables used in 
this research is rather inaccurate. The same kind of detail should be added towards online gaming, which 
currently does not differentiate between browser games, social games, high speed action games and 
serious gamers. The importance for the user and the demands for the internet connection can vary 
considerably. The definition of use would therefore benefit from further exploration. Introducing 
additional use variables could be interesting as well, including cloud computing and on-demand internet 
streaming services like Netflix. The high capacity measure is an indication of the use of demanding 
applications, but introduces two chances of error. First of all the limited amount of detail covered by the 
use variable as mentioned earlier. Is the high capacity variable actually measuring the use of demanding 
applications? Secondly the meaning of the high capacity variable. Next to high capacity use, it could also 
stand for the diversity of use, since the measure also measures a number of applications used. Future 
research should focus on creating clear constructs of use and convert these to measurable variables in 
surveys.  
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Appendix 1: Example cases of FttH projects 

Google, internet firm(US): 
Although Google is mostly known for its search engine, their main source of revenue is online 
advertisement. Next to that Google is involved into several other internet and technology related activities, 
including operating systems and phones. In 2010 Google wrote out a competition to implement a high 
speed fibre network in a US city/district. This resulted in FttH rollout in Kansas City, Kansas and future 
expansions into Austin, Texas and Provo, Utah (Gustin, 2012). Their main goal is to experiment and learn 
from the fibre network, and support high speed internet in the US (Whitt, 2010). The rollout in Kansas 
City was accompanied by a form of demand aggregation where residents were ask to sign-up for the 
service before the rollout. Areas which met the required number of registrants are connected to the fibre 
network. Reports in media show that the signup process showed forms of digital divide, where more 
wealthy and white neighborhoods qualified more often for the required number of registrations. In order to 
reach the goal  subscribers for lacking neighborhoods, Google used teams of representatives to convince 
people to sign up. Several subscription options are available, up until 1gbit symmetric (Wohlsen, 2012).  

NESA A/S, energy utility (Denmark): 
NESA A/S(currently merged with DONG energy) was an energy supplier in Denmark and owned more 
than 25000km of fibers(>700km of fibre traces) in 2002. Energy supply networks and fibre networks 
share important characteristics, including network planning(distribution of households), digging 
projects(place fibre ducts along with electricity rollout), network control and monitoring(similar service of 
quality concept) and service organization(relation between consumers and supplier). In 2002 NESA A/S 
started an experiment by connecting over 20.000 homes to their fibre network, using duct tubes deployed 
together with power cable installations. Services are provided by separate service providers, using an open 
access structure (Tadayoni & Sigurosson, 2007). Later NESA A/S merged with DONG energy, which 
eventually passed 350.000 homes with fibre and capable of delivering speeds min the excess of 1gbit up 
and downstream (Divestment of fibre optic network, 2009). In 2009, a large part of the fibre network was 
acquired by a large Danish telecom player TDC (TDC acquires DONG Energy’s fiber communications 
network, 2009). 

OnsNet Nuenen(Netherlands): 
This project emerged from a large funding plan initiated by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs, 
trough the Kenniswijk program. Nuenen was chosen as the area to stimulate broadband development 
through public-private partnerships(PPP). A large subsidy was given to the residents of Nuenen, which in 
turn transferred their subsidies to a private limited company whereby they became members(and 
shareholders) of the cooperative OnsNet. The subsidies enabled the rollout of the network in 2004 and a 
free one-year subscription, containing a 10mbps symmetrical connection. After financial problems the 
infrastructure firm Reggefibre jumped in and as a consequence OnsNet shifted into a vertically integrated 
firm. Prior to the change of ownership, open-access and service development were amongst the vanguards 
of the project (Sadowski, Nuciarelli, & de Rooij, 2009). 

Andorra Telecom(Andorra): 
The case of Andorra Telecom is interesting because it involves the connection of 100% of homes 
including cities and many small villages. Next to that, the  area is very mountains making the rollout less 
straightforward compared to mainly flat countries. The country’s incumbent Andorra Telecom has decided 
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to invest in FttH, in order to prepare for the future and be able to provide its customers with high quality 
services and a 100mbit symmetrical line. No public subsidy has been used and the firm has changed from 
delivering basic connectivity, to be based around services mostly. As the single telecom operator in 
Andorra there is no competition on broadband, however residents are offered subscriptions for reasonable 
prices. Presumably, the monopoly market position of Andorra Telecom has made the FttH investment 
viable with an already high penetration of the service and an expected ROI of 7 years, in a difficult 
mountainous area with 100% connection of households (FTTH Council Europe, 2013). 
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Appendix 2: Adoption over time 
 

Table A2.1, Linear Regression results for Adoption over time analysis: Two-way model 

 
Note: N=990. Statistical significant effects(p<0.05) are underlined e.g. 0,001.  
  

Predictors β SE  β Beta t p

Household/Respondent

Income 0,065 0,748 0,01 0,09 0,930
High Education 5,459 2,394 0,11 2,28 0,023
Children -3,051 1,743 -0,07 -1,75 0,080

Interaction effects
Income*Child -0,485 0,831 -0,03 -0,58 0,560
Income*Edu -1,129 0,856 -0,06 -1,32 0,187
Child*Edu -1,603 3,346 -0,03 -0,48 0,632

Project Related
FttH Aggregation -16,203 1,387 -0,35 -11,68 0,000

Control
Age 15-24 -1,204 2,020 -0,02 -0,60 0,551

Age 25-44 0,706 1,536 0,02 0,46 0,646

Age 65+ -1,591 6,624 -0,01 -0,24 0,810
Non-Western Foreigner 1,762 7,200 0,01 0,24 0,807
Western Foreigner 0,129 8,176 0,00 0,02 0,987
Other Foreigner 9,236 8,872 0,03 1,04 0,298
Internet Devices 1,103 0,425 0,08 2,60 0,010
High-end Devices -0,774 0,651 -0,04 -1,19 0,235

Constant 36,995 1,917 19,30 0,000
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Table A2.2, Linear Regression results for Adoption over time analysis: Full model 

 
Note: N=990. Statistical significant effects(p<0.05) are underlined e.g. 0,001.  
  

Predictors β SE  β Beta t p

Household/Respondent

Income 0,413 0,853 0,03 0,48 0,629
High Education 5,698 2,411 0,11 2,36 0,018
Children -3,167 1,748 -0,07 -1,81 0,070

Interaction effects
Income*Edu*Child 1,466 1,729 0,06 0,85 0,397
Income*Child -1,020 1,044 -0,06 -0,98 0,329
Income*Edu -1,946 1,288 -0,10 -1,51 0,131
Child*Edu -2,666 3,574 -0,04 -0,75 0,456

Project Related
FttH Aggregation -16,199 1,387 -0,35 -11,68 0,000

Control
Age 15-24 -1,229 2,021 -0,02 -0,61 0,543

Age 25-44 0,737 1,537 0,02 0,48 0,631

Age 65+ -1,413 6,628 -0,01 -0,21 0,831
Non-Western Foreigner 1,455 7,210 0,01 0,20 0,840
Western Foreigner -0,279 8,191 0,00 -0,03 0,973
Other Foreigner 8,373 8,931 0,03 0,94 0,349
Internet Devices 1,111 0,425 0,08 2,61 0,009
High-end Devices -0,777 0,651 -0,04 -1,19 0,233

Constant 37,123 1,923 19,30 0,000
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Appendix 3: Use, complete analysis of all separate applications 
 

Data 
The data sources for these analyses come from a monthly consumer survey on telecom and computers. 
This survey ran from October 2010 until December 2012.  A detailed description on the data can be found 
in the previous paragraph concerning Adoption(3.3) . 

Measurements 
Central in these analyses are the independent variables concerning the use of the Internet. All use variables 
are connected to activities online, which include use of certain websites, applications and activities. A 
total of 23 internet use & applications have been included in the survey. 

Following are the tables describing the sample used for this analysis: 

Table A3.1, Sample descriptive Use analysis 1/2 

 
Note: N=3226. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Predictors M SD Min Max

FttH 0,31 0,46 0,00 1,00

Cable 0,35 0,48 0,00 1,00

DSL 0,32 0,47 0,00 1,00

Dial-up 0,03 0,16 0,00 1,00

Low Income 0,40 0,49 0,00 1,00

Low Education 0,70 0,46 0,00 1,00

Age 15-24 0,15 0,36 0,00 1,00

Age 25-44 0,45 0,50 0,00 1,00

Age 45-64 0,35 0,48 0,00 1,00

Age 65+ 0,01 0,09 0,00 1,00

Children 0,50 0,50 0,00 1,00

Non-Western Foreigner 0,01 0,12 0,00 1,00

Western Foreigner 0,01 0,12 0,00 1,00

Other Foreigner 0,01 0,09 0,00 1,00

Internet Devices 2,63 1,66 0,00 8,00

High-end Devices 0,57 1,08 0,00 13,00
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Table A3.2, Sample descriptive Use analysis 2/2 

 
Note: N=3226. 
 

  

Predictors M SD Min Max

Banking 0,86 0,35 0,00 1,00

E-commerce 0,53 0,50 0,00 1,00

Online Auction 0,31 0,46 0,00 1,00

Research Purchases 0,42 0,49 0,00 1,00

Reservation 0,22 0,41 0,00 1,00

Company network 0,09 0,28 0,00 1,00

Chat & IM 0,22 0,42 0,00 1,00

Dating 0,02 0,15 0,00 1,00

Email 0,80 0,40 0,00 1,00

Voice-over-IP 0,12 0,33 0,00 1,00

Video-calling 0,02 0,14 0,00 1,00

Social Networks 0,38 0,49 0,00 1,00

General Information 0,51 0,50 0,00 1,00

Current Information 0,28 0,45 0,00 1,00

Financial Information 0,15 0,36 0,00 1,00

Traveling Information 0,37 0,48 0,00 1,00

News 0,38 0,49 0,00 1,00

Downloads 0,31 0,46 0,00 1,00

Gaming 0,40 0,49 0,00 1,00

Music 0,14 0,35 0,00 1,00

Catch up TV 0,19 0,39 0,00 1,00

Manage Website 0,10 0,30 0,00 1,00
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Results:  
Following are the results of the Use analysis, where all the applications are regressed separately. 
 
Table A3.3, Logistic Regression results for Use analysis 

 
Note: N=3226. Statistical significant effects(p<0.05) are underlined e.g. 0,001. Reference categories are 
DSL/Cable, the age group of 45-65 and non-foreigners.  
  

Predictors Banking
E-

commerce
Online 
Auction 

Research 
Purchases

Reservation
Company 
network

FttH 0,95 1,023 1,088 0,971 1,091 1,220

Dial-up 0,91 0,656 0,845 0,577 0,906 0,402

Low Income 0,62 0,623 0,922 0,694 0,623 0,384

Low Education 0,87 0,687 1,164 0,746 0,636 0,435

Age 15-24 0,54 0,736 0,860 0,453 1,242 0,531

Age 25-44 1,22 1,009 1,412 0,952 1,214 1,145

Age 65+ 1,21 0,704 0,730 1,442 1,028 0,000

Children 0,92 0,903 1,465 1,007 1,081 1,328

Non-Western Foreigner 0,70 0,713 0,544 0,656 1,270 0,571

Western Foreigner 1,18 0,904 0,663 0,636 0,334 0,217

Other Foreigner 0,60 1,048 0,896 0,478 0,960 0,770

Internet Devices 1,00 1,021 0,982 1,017 1,031 1,110

High-end Devices 0,98 1,040 0,939 1,011 0,973 1,035

Constant 9,49 1,801 0,320 1,138 0,345 0,128

Nagelkerke R² 0,04 0,046 0,031 0,054 0,040 0,114

Hosmer Lemeshow 0,38 0,676 0,860 0,989 0,318 0,826
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Table A3.4, Logistic Regression results for Use analysis 

 
Note: N=3226. Statistical significant effects(p<0.05) are underlined e.g. 0,001. Reference categories are 
DSL/Cable, the age group of 45-65 and non-foreigners.  
 
 
  

Predictors Chat & IM Dating Email
Voice-Over-

IP
Video-
calling

Social 
Networks

FttH 1,077 0,652 1,024 1,016 1,510 0,902

Dial-up 0,741 1,336 0,780 1,273 0,683 0,737

Low Income 1,946 1,416 0,860 1,371 1,102 0,963

Low Education 1,668 0,979 0,783 0,750 0,727 1,089

Age 15-24 3,114 0,697 0,514 0,934 2,069 3,686

Age 25-44 1,738 1,116 0,888 0,828 1,305 2,600

Age 65+ 0,209 0,000 2,485 2,275 2,836 0,815

Children 1,069 0,619 1,017 0,866 1,297 1,102

Non-Western Foreigner 1,541 0,966 0,728 1,746 8,216 1,151

Western Foreigner 2,109 2,626 0,640 2,815 0,824 0,522

Other Foreigner 2,420 2,824 0,617 2,583 1,588 1,072

Internet Devices 0,975 0,978 0,951 1,051 0,947 1,064

High-end Devices 1,064 1,169 0,936 1,010 1,335 0,933

Constant 0,087 0,026 7,268 0,146 0,011 0,267

Nagelkerke R² 0,104 0,031 0,031 0,022 0,061 0,089

Hosmer Lemeshow 0,255 0,093 0,073 0,191 0,455 0,960
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Table A3.5, Logistic Regression results for Use analysis 

 
Note: N=3226. Statistical significant effects(p<0.05) are underlined e.g. 0,001. Reference categories are 
DSL/Cable, the age group of 45-65 and non-foreigners.  
 

  

Predictors
General 

Information
Current 

Information
Financial 

Information
Traveling 

Information
News

FttH 1,034 0,974 1,060 1,187 1,054

Dial-up 0,928 1,011 0,570 0,660 0,718

Low Income 0,941 0,814 0,677 0,604 0,926

Low Education 0,687 0,680 0,713 0,742 0,821

Age 15-24 0,642 0,663 0,701 0,528 0,642

Age 25-44 0,875 0,876 0,744 0,660 1,138

Age 65+ 1,031 1,452 0,587 1,201 1,330

Children 1,156 1,036 0,995 0,861 0,932

Non-Western Foreigner 1,230 0,668 1,528 1,145 1,052

Western Foreigner 1,373 1,293 0,721 0,833 1,000

Other Foreigner 0,379 0,546 0,446 0,308 0,756

Internet Devices 0,962 1,004 0,968 0,961 1,001

High-end Devices 1,000 0,961 1,057 1,002 0,955

Constant 1,603 0,630 0,327 1,338 0,774

Nagelkerke R² 0,023 0,023 0,027 0,057 0,020

Hosmer Lemeshow 0,965 0,753 0,976 0,810 0,146
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Table A3.6, Logistic Regression results for Use analysis 

 
Note: N=3226. Statistical significant effects(p<0.05) are underlined e.g. 0,001. Reference categories are 
DSL/Cable, the age group of 45-65 and non-foreigners.  
 

Predictors Downloads Gaming Music Catch up TV
Manage 
Website

FttH 1,101 1,053 0,946 0,852 1,476

Dial-up 0,911 0,811 1,028 1,096 1,118

Low Income 0,939 1,365 1,198 1,197 1,116

Low Education 1,253 1,791 1,205 0,933 0,799

Age 15-24 3,295 1,139 2,336 1,648 1,095

Age 25-44 1,879 1,245 1,591 1,168 1,423

Age 65+ 1,037 0,441 1,138 2,199 0,665

Children 0,904 1,368 1,068 0,944 0,619

Non-Western Foreigner 1,173 0,631 0,507 0,589 0,378

Western Foreigner 1,267 0,927 1,503 1,121 0,722

Other Foreigner 1,135 0,658 0,799 0,996 0,900

Internet Devices 1,092 0,957 0,962 0,972 1,136

High-end Devices 1,130 0,952 0,988 0,925 1,076

Constant 0,181 0,336 0,103 0,235 0,079

Nagelkerke R² 0,072 0,050 0,029 0,017 0,034

Hosmer Lemeshow 0,728 0,650 0,138 0,228 0,424
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